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Abstract 
 

Context: Video streaming over best-effort networks is complicated by a number of factors including 

unknown and time-varying bandwidth, transmission delay, and high packet losses. Excessive packet loss 

can causes significant degradation in quality of video perceived by users of real-time video applications. 

Recent studies suggest that error control schemes using Forward Error Correction (FEC) is a good 

candidate for decreasing the negative impact of packet loss on video quality. With FEC scheme, 

redundant information is transmitted along with the original information so that the lost original video 

data can be recovered at least in part from the redundant information. Although sending additional 

redundancy increases the probability of recovering lost packets, it also increases the bandwidth 

requirements which in turn increase loss rate of the video stream due to congestion. For this reason FEC 

is characterized as effective when the redundancy is sufficient to recover the lost data, ineffective when 

the redundancy is little to recover the lost data and inefficient when the redundancy is high for the lost 

data. To provide best performance for the streaming application and the network, it is important to 

determine, in real time, the proper amount of redundant information according to the loss behavior of the 

network. However it not clears how to choose optimal redundancy given the constraints mentioned 

above at any given point in time. 

Objective: This thesis investigated the limitations of existing static FEC schemes and suggested 

alternative approaches that can achieve effectiveness through sending the appropriate amount of FEC 

redundancy in real-time. Three dynamic redundancy adaptation control systems On-Off, Proportional, 

Proportional-Integral have been design and implemented based on existing conventional FEC 

mechanisms. Moreover the performance evaluation of each mechanism is performed on simulated 

environment. 

Method: A performance evaluation methodology using network simulation and key evaluation criteria to 

test the mechanisms under different network conditions and the scenarios for each different network are 

considered. The proposed mechanisms were implemented in a simulation environment by using NS2. 

After the implementation and validation of the techniques, several simulation experiments have been 

conducted to study the performance of each redundancy adjustment schemes. 

Results:  The result of the simulation experiments and performance analysis showed that both 

Proportional and Proportional-Integral (PI) redundancy controller based on Adaptive Forward Error 

Correction (AFEC) mechanisms significantly reduce the number of discarded video blocks as compared 

with the On-Off based scheme. On the other hand On-Off based AFEC mechanisms added small number 

of excess redundancy. The amount of excess redundancy added by the Proportional and PI controllers 

significantly increases as the packet drop rate of the transmission channel increases. 

Conclusion: Based on the findings of this study, using the PI adaptation based AFEC mechanisms is 

potentially viable option for enhancing the performance of video streaming applications over the 

network. 

Keywords:  Video Streaming, Forward Error Correction, Adaptive FEC, FEC Redundancy Controllers. 
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  Chapter One  
 

 

1. Introduction 
 

The latest significant development in communication technologies such as Third Generation (3G) 

cellular networks and remarkable advances in computing ability of mobile devices have made 

multimedia streaming to become one of the most popular applications on the Internet[1].There are large 

variety of exciting multimedia applications over the Internet that could broadly classified into three 

classes; streaming of stored audio and video, streaming of live audio and video, and real-time 

interactive audio and video. The 3rd Generation Partnership Project (3GPP) specifies the definition of 

multimedia streaming as the ability of an application to play synchronized media streams like audio 

and video in a continuous way, while those streams are being transmitted to the client over the 

networks [2]. 

Streaming stored video also known as Video-on-Demand (VoD) is an exciting class of multimedia 

application, where clients request on-demand pre-recorded video files that are stored on servers [3]. In 

these classes of applications, the client can  playback the video a few seconds after receiving part of the 

data from the server without waiting for the entire file to be arrive. This means that the users can watch 

the video while other parts of the video are being transmitted. Once the playout of the video begins it 

should proceed according to the original timing of the recording which places critical delay constraints 

[4]. Contrary to streaming live video and real-time interactive applications, the users are watching the 

video on-demand applications has the options to stop, start, fast-forward, or rewind the video. Such 

applications are mostly utilized for e-learning, training, and entertainment services. 

Streaming live video is similar to traditional broadcast of radio and television except that transmission 

takes place over the Internet. Video broadcast over Internet is a network-based one-way transmission of 

video content where the client is a passive viewer with no control over the session. Since streaming live 

video is not stored, users cannot fast-forward through the video. Video broadcast can be either unicast 

or multicast from the server [4]. In a unicast connection, the transmission is replicated by the server for 

each endpoint user. In a multicast connection, the same signal is sent over the network as one 

transmission to multiple clients.  Live streaming could be broadcast from the server to the clients where 

there are many requests at the same time [5]. 

Real-time Interactive audio/video applications such as video conferencing allow users to use video to 

communicate with remote users in real-time over the Internet [5]. Conference participants have the 

ability to hear and see each other at any time. Unlike live streaming, interactive conferencing has its 

own key characteristics. For example video conferencing applications require low latencies, and need 

to sustain high bandwidth between the source and receivers. In contrast to applications like live 

streaming, which may have a large number of receivers at the same time, video conferences usually 

involve small groups, consisting of less number of participants [6]. Unlike large scale video 

broadcasting applications which may have a single static source throughout a session, video 
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conferencing applications have a source that can transmit data at a fixed rate.  

The current Internet is inherently a best-effort packet-switched network that was not designed to handle 

continuous time-based traffic such as video. In contrast to conventional data communication, delivery 

of video data has more stringent Quality of Service (QoS) requirements [7]. Transmission of real-time 

video over the Internet face a number of challenges and it is complicated by factors such as time-

varying bandwidth, end-to-end delay, and packet losses, as well as many additional issues such as how 

fairly the network resources are shared [8]. In order to address the challenges and realize QoS for video 

streaming, first we need to understand how the video data are transmitted over the Internet. The need 

for these details is essential to get more in-depth understanding about the challenges that the video data 

encounter during its journey from source to destination.  

1.1  Video Streaming System Overview 
 

Video streaming applications over the Internet need a continuous stream of video data sent from the 

source to the receiver[7]. End users are able to playback the received part of the video file while the 

other parts are still being transmitted. A typical architecture of video streaming system over the Internet 

is shown in Figure. 1.1, which consists of a streaming server, video storage server, a relay server and 

end-users devices that receive the video data.   

 
Figure 1.1 Real-time video streaming over the Internet [9] 

When the client request for specific video, a streaming server allocates resources, retrieves video data 

from storage devices and then the application-layer QoS control module adapts to the video bit streams 

according to the network status and QoS requirements. The streaming servers are required to process 

video data under timing constraints and support interactive control operations such as pause/ resume, 

fast forward and rewind, the transport protocols packetize the bit streams and send the video packet 

over the Internet. The streaming server and the relay server are generally responsible for matching the 

output video stream to the available channel resources and ultimately the client’s device capabilities 

[9] . 

The arriving packets at the client are de-capsulated into media information and passed to the 

application for playback. During transmission the video packets may be dropped or experience 

excessive delay on the network because of network congestions or link failure. Considering the best-
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effort service of the Internet, the streaming servers together with client devices may use the received 

video to analyze the network condition and feedback information for adapting QoS requirements.   

1.2  Video Streaming Protocols Overview  
 

Video streaming requires a steady flow of information and delivery of packets by a deadline from  the 

source to destination [7] . To achieve this requirement, streaming protocols provide data transmission, 

network addressing and a negotiation service between the server and the client. Protocols that are 

relevant to video streaming can be classified into three categories; network layer protocol, transport 

protocol and session control protocol.  

Network-layer protocol, being served by Internet Protocol (IP), provides basic network service like 

network address resolution and generally responsible for the transmission of TCP and UDP packets to 

the end users. Transport layer protocols, such as Transmission Control Protocol (TCP), User Datagram 

Protocol (UDP) and Real-time Transport Protocol (RTP), Real-time Transmission control Protocol 

(RTCP), provide end-to-end transport functions for data transmission[7]. Session control protocols such 

as Real-time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) create and maintain session between source and destination 

applications. The session control  protocols handles the exchange of information to initiate, keep active, 

and to restart the sessions that are disrupted or been idle for a long period of time [8]. 

The Transmission Control Protocol or TCP is a byte stream, connection-oriented and reliable delivery 

transport layer protocol [10]. It is a byte stream since the application that uses TCP is unaware of the 

data segmentation performed by TCP. TCP segments the byte stream in order to transmit the 

appropriate format to the receiver. TCP is reliable since it contains mechanisms such as checksums, 

duplicate data detection, retransmissions, sequencing and timers.  

TCP uses a three way handshaking between the sender and receiver in order to facilitate the feature of a 

connection-oriented protocol. The delivery of packet between devices is guaranteed by triggering 

retransmission until the data is correctly and completely received. The overhead of guaranteeing 

reliable data transfer slows the overall transmission rate and increases the latency when streaming 

video. In addition, TCP also includes a congestion-control mechanism that adjusts the transmission rate 

by limiting each TCP connection to its fair share of network bandwidth when the network is congested 

between sender and receiver. The congestion control may also have a very harmful effect on real-time 

video streaming applications [11].  

TCP has several limitations for real-time video data transmission; TCP does not guarantee a minimum 

transmission rate. In particular, the sender is not permitted to transmit at a maximum rate; instead the 

sending rate is regulated by TCP congestion control, which may force the sender to send at a low 

average rate [10]. TCP does not provide any delay guarantees. In particular, when a sender transmit 

data, the data will eventually arrive at the receiver, but TCP guarantees absolutely no limit on how long 

time the data may take [12]. Moreover, real-time applications are loss-tolerant and does not need a fully 

reliable transport service. For these reasons, TCP is not suitable for real-time applications such as video 

streaming.  

UDP is a lightweight transport protocol with a minimalist service model that runs on top of IP 

networks. UDP is commonly used for real-time video streaming due to the datagram service which 

emphasizes on reduced latency over reliability. Unlike TCP, UDP does not provide reliability because 
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of this reason; UDP protocol does not able to notify users when data is lost. TCP protects the data by 

checking every packets whether it is arrived successfully or not. However, UDP is a connectionless 

protocol that does not guarantee the delivery of the data which makes it operating fast and efficient 

especially for applications with stringent real-time requirements such as video. UDP is required for 

strict delay requirement applications because of the following reasons [13]; 

 

 No connection setup: TCP setups the connections using a three-way handshake before 

starting the data transfer. UDP transfers the data without any connection setup. The 

connection setup introduces delays to the connection. 

 No connection state: TCP maintains the state in the end-systems in order to use the 

buffers and the TCP parameters. UDP does not maintain the connection state which 

makes the ability to support more active clients. 

 Compare to TCP, UDP has Small segment header overhead. 

 Unregulated sending rate: UDP does not have a congestion control mechanism as TCP. 

Some packet losses are tolerated in real-time applications. 

 

UDP has a major drawback, if some packets are dropped then there is no way to recover them [14]. 

Some applications as video or audio could accept lower quality and most of the times the loss of some 

packets is less critical than the delay that introduced by error recovery methods. As more applications 

with real-time constraints such as video are introduced over the wired and wireless network, some 

improvements should be made in order to obtain better performance. 

RTP is a generic transport protocol that defines a standardized packet format for delivering audio and 

video over IP networks[15]. RTP is designed for end-to-end, real-time, transfer of stream data. Real-

time video streaming applications can tolerate some packet loss but require timely delivery of 

information. Although TCP is standardized for RTP, it is not normally used in RTP application because 

TCP favors reliability over timeliness [14]. Therefore, the majority of RTP implementations are built on 

top of UDP, which is particularly suitable for transmission of real-time traffic [15]. RTP consists of a 

data part which supports applications with real-time properties. Specifically provides timestamps for 

synchronization, sequence numbers for packet loss and reordering detection, security and content 

identification.  

Generally, RTP enables to identify the type of data being transmitted, determine what order the packets 

of data should be presented, and synchronize media streams from different sources [16]. However, RTP 

itself does not provide any mechanism to ensure timely delivery or provide other QoS guarantees. RTP 

is usually implemented within the application, because control mechanisms such as congestion control 

and loss recovery have to be implemented in the application level [14]. 

The control part of RTP is called RTCP that can supports real-time applications between unicast users 

of multicast groups with any size over the Internet [15]. It offers QoS feedback from the receivers to 

the multicast group as well as support for the synchronization of different media streams. 

Real Time Streaming Protocol (RTSP) is more of a framework than a protocol that allows control of 

multimedia streams over the Internet. RTSP has been designed to run on the top of RTP to control and 

deliver real-time video packets [17]. The delivery mechanisms are usually based on RTP. RTSP 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/End-to-end_principle
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Real-time_computing
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controls over RTP which includes absolute positioning within the media stream, recording and device 

control. It also supports interoperation between clients and servers from different vendors. RTSP 

session is not tied with a transport-level protocol such as TCP connection; however, it could be used 

with a connectionless transport protocol such as UDP [14]. RTSP does not typically deliver the 

continuous streams itself; RTSP merely acts as a network remote control for multimedia streaming 

servers. 

1.3  Video Streaming Challenges Overview 
 

The recent efforts have made some significant progress in real-time video delivery by using the Internet 

as a medium for real-time video transmission. Typically, video has been transmitted in a continuous 

fashion over the wireless or over the cable network that allows a synchronous delivery of information. 

However, because the Internet is a best-effort packet-switched network, data may not arrive at the 

receiver synchronously [18].  As video data is transmitted form the sender to the receiver packets can 

be lost, delayed or can arrive out or order. While traditional Internet application adapt to these 

characteristics, these challenges are potentially detrimental to the delivery of real-time video with 

reasonable reliability and bounded delay at constant rate. 

Video streaming over the Internet typically involved frequent issues such as bandwidth availability and 

variability, slow start times, end-to-end delay and packet loss [7] [8]. The available bandwidth between 

any two points on the Internet usually varies over time, mainly because the connecting links are shared 

with many competing flows, which are bursty in nature [18] [19]. For these reason, video streaming 

over the Internet should be able to adapt the sending rate and the video stream it sends in accordance 

with available bandwidth. Tailoring the video transmission rate according to available bandwidth and 

delivering a high-quality stream and sharing the bandwidth fairly with other Internet traffic remains a 

big challenge [7] [8]. 

Transmission delay on the Internet are variable; as the time it takes for a packet to travel from one point 

to another can vary tremendously and be unpredictable over short period of time [20]. This 

phenomenon which is also called network jitter is primarily due to queuing of packets at intermediate 

routers, as packets may take multiple and different paths to destination. Delay has detrimental effect on 

video streaming, which need packets to arrive at the destination at a relatively constant rate. As video 

data must be played-out continuously at the rate they are sampled, every video packet must arrive at the 

destination in time; however, the current Internet does not offer delay guarantee. The video packet that 

arrives beyond the end-to-end delay constraint is useless and it can be considered lost [18].  

The most notable, common and challenging problem that networks are facing is packet lost[8]. Packet 

lost over the Internet is primarily attributed to congestion, which causes packets to queue up and 

eventually be dropped at the intermediate routers. The loss of the packet can generally degrade the 

performance of the  Internet, the effect is much more detrimental on the video data, which makes video 

presentation displeasing to users due to error propagation in the received video streams [7] [21].  
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1.4  Problem Definition  
 

Streaming video over the Internet is posed by many challenges and packet loss is one of the main 

problems. Packet lost in the Internet is usually caused by an insufficient bandwidth, noise on the 

transmission channel, network congestion, and out-of-time delivery of packets due to the latency. One 

approach to make video bit streams more resilient to packet lost is to add redundancy packets into the 

video streams via error correcting codes [3] [18] [22] [23]. 

Forward error correction (FEC) is a well-established technique to maintain video quality by adding 

redundant (parity packets), which are used to reconstruct the original video packets for combating 

losses and errors in end-to-end networks [21] [24] . FEC is known to be an effective method to enhance 

the streaming quality by recovering the lost packets at the receiver. However, the main problem of 

widely used conventional FEC is that, it is not flexible in adapting to the network conditions [25] [26] 

[27]. Using fixed number of redundant packets in the FEC block has some drawbacks. Firstly, FEC 

cannot recover all the lost packets; if the lost packet is large the receiver can recover as long as the 

number of lost packets does not exceed the number of redundant packets. Secondly, when number of 

the lost packets is low, the transmission of redundant packets would increase the overall network load 

by poorly matching overhead to the number of redundant packets. Thirdly, when too many redundant 

packets are added, thus it required more bandwidth and more time, which basically worsens the 

network performance in terms of consumed bandwidth and increase the end-to-end delay [7].   

1.5  Aims and Objectives 
 

The work presented in this thesis, study and propose mechanisms that dynamically adjust the suitable 

number of redundant (parity) packets to be added and transmitted along with the original video data 

according to the network condition. In addition, we also study and analyze the impact of applying an 

Adaptive FEC (AFEC) on middle-ware cache servers for supporting video streaming over the Internet. 

Particularly to improve reliability of the video streams against packet loses. The thesis will investigate 

how the proposed method will improve the performance of the network in terms of packet loss and 

consumed bandwidth for the redundancy. In order to achieve these aims, the research is further 

decomposed to the following specific objectives:  

 

1. To study and design  an adaptive FEC mechanism, based on existing conventional FEC 

mechanisms  that can adjust the level of redundancy and determine the quantity of redundant 

packets to be sent with the original video data for error recovery.  

 

2. To implement and measure the video transmission performance in terms of packet lost, block 

lost and number of excess redundancy of the proposed Adaptive FEC mechanism in a simulated 

network environment. The aim is to reduce the consumed bandwidth by the excess redundancy 

by dynamically adjusting the amount of parity packets.  
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1.6  Research Questions 
 

RQ1: What is the effect of error recovery mechanisms on the performance of real-time video 

streaming over the networks? 

 

Elaboration: A brief explanation of error recovery mechanisms and their impact on the 

performance of the network terms of bandwidth, delay and packet loss. 

 

RQ2: How does applying forward error recovery mechanism to improve the performance of 

video streaming on best-effort networks? 

 

Elaboration: Investigate the suitability of FEC for real-time video streaming and how 

FEC could minimize the effect of lost packets on the received video streams. 

 

RQ3: How does applying adaptive FEC on middle-ware  to improve the reliability of video 

streams against burst packet lost? 

 

Elaboration: using adaptive FEC is to improve the impact of FEC recovering capability 

even when there is a burst lost. 

 

RQ4: How does the proposed adaptive FEC on middleware improve the efficiency of end-to-

end video transmission? 

 

Elaboration: the efficiency of the AFEC redundancy controllers in terms of lost packet 

recovery implemented on middle-ware. 

1.7  Research Outcomes  
 

The main expected outcomes of this thesis are:  

 A report containing literature review on different packet recovery methods related to real-time 

networks.   

 An Adaptive Forward Error Correction (AFEC) mechanism, which adjusts the level of 

redundancy in response to packet loss behavior. 

 A method that employs an adaptive FEC mechanism on middleware cache servers to overcome 

the heavy packet loss on the video content distribution Infrastructures. 

1.8  Research Methodology 
 

The phases of this thesis are divided into three main stages for fulfilling the objective of the research 

and to answer the research questions. 

The first phase consists of the qualitative study that is related to the literature review, investigation of 

various QoS requirements such as packet lost, end–to-end delay and bandwidth. Additionally this phase 

contains analysis and review of existing lost packet recovery mechanisms that can be applied for real-
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time video streaming. In this stage we study the current FEC mechanisms, to identify the limitations of 

the existing FEC and propose an alternative mechanism that could enhance the transmission of video 

during light, medium and heavy packet losses.  

In the second phase, we design and implement the proposed adaptive FEC mechanism on Network 

Simulator 2 (NS2). In this thesis we will used NS2 for two reasons. First NS2 is an open source 

simulator with an active community and large number of users. Second NS2 is a very powerful 

framework which allows the researcher to implement both the network topologies and their proposed 

protocols [28].The reason behind this choice is due to the real power of simulation, which is the ability 

to represent the behavior of complex networks and protocols. Simulation also allows us for quick and 

efficient investigation by using numerous parameters on the network and protocols. Furthermore, using 

simulation it is easier to simulate different scenarios and modify various attributes, to observe how the 

network behaves under different conditions. In order to observer end-to-end performance there are a 

number of simulation software programs such as NS2, Opent modeler, Omnet++. Once designed the 

proposed mechanism algorithm, it needs to be implemented. The C++ source code for the Adaptive 

Redundancy FEC mechanism will be included in the sender and receiver agents on the NS2.  

Once the development was completed, the developed technique will go through the simulation 

experiment to study and analyze the performance of the proposed adaptive FEC technique, which will 

be setup to mimic the real network. We believe that the proposed adaptive redundancy FEC mechanism 

will perform better in comparison with existing FEC mechanisms. 

1.9 Thesis Outline 
 

Chapter 2 presents overview of the background material and establishes the concepts/issues related to 

video streaming challenges and approaches to meet the QoS requirements. The concepts and issues 

covered in this chapter are Content Distribution Networks (CDN), Error Control (EC) mechanisms. In 

addition, presents a discussion on existing Forward Error Correction (FEC) mechanism, problems and 

limitation of existing Adaptive Forward Error Correction (AFEC) techniques and finally discuss the 

three alternative AFEC redundancy adaptation mechanisms. Chapter 3 describes the tools and the 

methodology used to study the performance of the AFEC mechanisms and explains the evaluation 

techniques. This chapter further discusses the motivation behind using simulation technique followed 

by the brief explanation of NS2. Finally the implementation, validation and integration of the each 

AFEC scheme in NS2 are explained. In Chapter 4 the simulation experiment and the setup environment 

is described for five different scenarios. Chapter 5 presents the results and analysis of the experiments 

evaluation of each scheme, finally chapter 6 will summarize the thesis work with the conclusions and 

future work.  
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Table 1: Research Methodologies Summery 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Research Phases  Objective Steps Output 

Phase one Study existing  error 

recovery mechanism for 

real-time video streaming  

Analysis and reviewing 

existing  error recovery 

mechanism 

Literature review  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Phase two 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Design and implement the 

FEC mechanism 

Identify the part that cause 

the problem to the current 

FEC 

Literature review  

Identify the gap and 

alternative design 

Proposed Adaptive FEC 

mechanism process 

Specify a set of 

performance criteria to 

evaluate FEC mechanism 

Delay, bandwidth, 

throughput, packet loss 

Implementation of 

proposed Adaptive FEC 

mechanism 

Source code 

Model, design and run 

several simulation 

experiments 

Result for evaluating 

current mechanism 

Run and debugging Refine simulation code 

Mechanism validation and 

verification 

Finalized mechanism 

 

 

Phase three 

 

Performance study of the 

proposed Adaptive FEC 

mechanism  

Specify the simulation 

models and environments 

Scenarios design 

Run simulation Raw data 

Data analysis Final result 
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Chapter Two 
 

Related Work 

 

 

2.1 Video Streaming Over the Networks 
 

The current Internet's network-layer protocol provides a best-effort service to all the datagrams [18]. 

This best-effort service model, works very well with conventional Internet applications like file 

transfer, web browsing, and electronic mail because of their ability to cope with packet losses and 

varying packet delays, but does not guarantee bandwidth, low latency and timely delivery of packets 

[7] [8]. On the other hand, real-time video streaming applications require tight guarantees in terms of 

end-to-end packet delay and packet loss. In order to meet these requirements, the network requires 

Quality of Service (QoS) in addition to best-effort service.  

Bandwidth variation: Bandwidth across the network may not be consistent and video streams usually 

require high bandwidth and guarantees from the networks [19]. End-users may have connectivity 

ranging in bandwidth between 56kbps to 25Mbps. The available bandwidth between two points in the 

Internet or local network is generally unknown and time-varying. One of the reasons for bandwidth 

variation is congestion on the transmission links which occurs when sender transmits video data with 

higher rate than the available bandwidth [18]. Networks congestion reduce user’s effective bandwidth, 

which can cause connections to deliver streaming data much more slowly than their normally 

transmission rate leading to severe drop in received video quality [29] [30]. On the other hand, if the 

sender transmits video packets in slower rate than the available bandwidth, then some bandwidth 

resources is wasted and the video quality at the receiver will be sub optimal [8]. 

Delay: In contrast to traditional data transmission which is usually not subject to strict delay 

constraints, real-time video streaming applications require tight timing constraints, which cannot be 

adequately supported by the current Internet [20]. As video data must be played out continuously at the 

rate they are sampled, every video packet must arrive at the destination in time to be displayed to the 

end-user. The video packet that arrives beyond the end-to-end delay constraint is useless and can be 

considered as lost [18]. Although real-time video requires timely delivery, the current Internet does not 

offer such a delay guarantee. One of the reasons that cause excessive delay in the Internet is 

congestions. When the transmission channel is congested, many packets will miss their time deadline 

and the video quality at the receiver will be significantly degraded. In general long delays in the 

Internet usually result in unnatural pause in video playback, which will be annoying to the end users. 

Packet loss: The most notable, common and challenging problem that networks are facing is packet 

loss [7] [23]. The packets are dropped or lost during the transmission and never reach to their 

destination because of the large performance variation in the current best-effort Internet and bit errors 

in the communication channels [18]. The cause of packet lost in the Internet can be attributed to the 

essential components of the network infrastructure, such as the routers and the communication links 
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that interconnect between routers. Packet lost may occur due to buffer overflow or excessive long 

queuing delay in the buffer at the intermediate network devices [31]. The link failure in transmitting the 

video data and delay in packet transmission or packets that arrive too late due to congestion are the 

other reasons for packet lost. 

Packet loss has a noticeable effect on video streaming and can have a very destructive effect (e.g. 

broken up image) causing degradation on the video quality which makes video presentation displeasing 

to users [32] [33]. Even real-time video streaming normally impose some packet loss requirements, 

where the packet loss ratio is required to be kept as minimum as possible to achieve acceptable visual 

quality for real-time video streaming. 

To meet the above challenges and efficiently support for real-time video streaming over best-effort 

networks, several different QoS approaches have been proposed [3] [30] [33].The goal of QoS is to 

provide preferential delivery service for the application to ensure sufficient bandwidth, minimizing the 

end-to-end delay and to reduce the packet lost.  

2.2 Video Content Distribution Networks 
 

Considering the strict QoS requirements such as high bit rate, end-to–end delay and packet loss  of real-

time video streaming, Content Distribution Networks (CDN) has been suggested in order to overcome 

most of the inherent limitations of the Internet, in terms  of user-perceived QoS [30] [34]. CDN have 

been increasingly used to deliver bandwidth–intensive multimedia contents such as video to a large 

number of users [35]. CDN can be referred as an interconnected system of computers on the Internet 

that provides content rapidly to numerous users by duplicating the content on multiple servers and 

directing the content to the users based on closeness [34]. 

In Video Content Distribution Network (VCDN), the video data is replicated in multiple copies on 

strategically dispersed Cache Server(s) in order to improve the QoS experienced by the end-users and 

decrease the networks load, as shown in Figure. 2.1  

A large VCDN can have a large number of Cache Servers (CS), making it possible to provide identical 

content to many users efficiently and reliably even at times of maximum Internet traffic or during 

sudden demand spikes. This can put a severe strain on the network links, leading to intolerable 

congestion and packet lost [35] . When a specific video stream is requested by a user, the Cache Server 

(CS) closest to the users (in terms of the minimum number of nodes between the server and the user, 

access latency and transfer rate) is dynamically determined and transmits the required stream from the 

selected server. This optimizes the transmission speed of the video content delivered to the user. In 

addition, since multiple servers are used, the load on the video streaming servers can be distributed on 

the CS, where the end user could get better quality content, by improved network performance to 

maximize the bandwidth and to reduce the transmission delay [30] [34].  
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Figure 2.1 Block Diagram of Content Distribution Network Architecture 

 

Even if CDN is applied, the problem of packet loss is inevitable and cannot be avoided in video 

transmission through best effort networks such as the Internet [36]. In case of video packet lost during 

the transmission, the packet errors will propagate due to the dependency among the video streams. The 

errors caused by random packet losses could be corrected by error concealment mechanisms; however, 

errors caused by burst losses are very hard to recover and can severely degrade quality of the received 

video. The loss rate can vary widely depending on the particular network and also for a given network 

that depend on the  traffic load [34]. 

In general in order to deal with packet lost problems and provide a reliable transport service for real-

time video streaming over best-effort networks, there are two mechanisms namely congestion control 

and error control [7] [18] [29]. Congestion control, which includes rate control, is used to minimize 

network congestion and the amount of packet losses by matching the rate of video stream to the 

available network bandwidth [37]. On the other hand, error control is the most commonly used 

mechanism to improve the video presentation quality in the presence of packet loss and to provide 

reliability of video data transmission. The main purpose of error control is to provide detection and 

recovery of lost packets. 

2.3 Error Control and Recovery 
 

A number of methods have been used for error control and recovery for video streaming applications 

[7]. In general video error control techniques fall into four broad classes: Error controls techniques in 
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decoders such as Error-Resilience (ER) and Error Concealment (EC), Forward error control, and 

Retransmission. Figure 2.2 shows the location of each error control mechanism in a layered 

architecture. 

 
 

Figure 2.2 The Location of the  error control mechanism [8] 

2.3.1 Error Resilience 

 

Error-resilient (ER) mechanism is a proactive error control technique, which is performed at the source 

before packet loss occurs. It enhances the robustness of the video stream in the presence of packet lost 

on application layer. ER technique was developed to mitigate the effect of packet lost by limiting the 

distortion error propagation from the compression perspective by adding redundancy at the source 

coding level [8]. ER methods include resynchronization marking, multiple description coding and data 

recovery.  

Resynchronization limits the impact of incorrect data within a local area because the video palyback 

has the option of advancing to the next resynchronization point or to continue playback when it 

encounter by an error. Data recovery methods such as Reversible Variable Length Codes (RVLC), will 

recover as much data as possible when an error occurs [38]. In RVLC, code words are generated such 

that they can be decoded in both directions. When an error occurs, the decoder moves to the next 

resynchronization point and decodes backwards. For streaming video, since a packet losses may cause 

the lost of all the motion data and its associated shape/texture data, standard error-resilient mechanisms 

such as re-synchronization marking, data partitioning, and data recovery may not be useful for Internet 

video applications [39]. Another robust error resilient method for robust real-time video streaming over 

the Internet is Multiple Descriptions Coding(MDC) [38]. With Multiple Description Coding (MDC) a 

video stream is split into multiple independent video sub-streams (description), and each stream is 
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decoded independently at somewhat reduced quality .This independence in the video sub-streams leads 

to error- resilience when streaming over virtual Channels by limiting the error propagation to only one 

description. 

2.3.2  Error Concealment  
 

Error concealment (EC) is another application layer error control mechanism which is applied at the 

receiver as a reactive approach to handle the packet lost that has already occurred [40]. Error 

concealment is used to cover up the lost data and conceal the perceptual impact of errors instead of 

correcting them.  

There are two basic approaches for error concealment in handling packet loss for video streaming, 

namely spatial and temporal domain [7]. In spatial interpolation, lost data values are reconstructed with 

in a reference frame by using neighboring spatial information(pixels), whereas in temporal 

interpolation, the lost data is reconstructing from previous frames [8]. One of the advantages of error 

concealment is that it does not need additional data to be sent for errors to be corrected. EC 

mechanisms generally work best if the lost regions are small, since adjacent video information can be 

used for masking the damaged areas [41]. In general Error Concealment can be considered as a post 

error control processing technique executed only by receivers. 

2.3.3 Retransmission Mechanism 
 

Retransmission is the most commonly used transport layer approach to recover packet errors and losses 

[22]. In retransmission-based error recovery, missing data packets are retransmitted during timeouts or 

explicit receiver’s requests. Retransmission mechanisms based on Automatic Repeat Request (ARQ) 

have been successful used in TCP protocol, FTP and telnet as error correction mechanism where 

guaranteed delivery is required. An ARQ error control scheme is made up of three components: loss 

detection, receiver feedback and a retransmission strategy. A loss detection mechanism is needed in 

order to detect errors. Errors may be detected if a duplicate acknowledgment or negative 

acknowledgment is received by the sender due to a missing sequence number. In order to provide 

feedback, the receiver can send an acknowledgment when data is delivered. If some data is missing, 

either duplicate acknowledgments or negative acknowledgments are sent [42]. Data that is received 

with error will be retransmitted by the sender after receiving a negative acknowledgment or duplicate 

acknowledgments. 

Retransmission mechanisms are usually rejected as an error control method in real–time video 

streaming over the Internet since they introduce retransmission delays which could lead video packets 

to miss the playout time. The retransmitted packet arrives at least three way trip times after the 

transmission of the original video packet, which might exceed the delay requirement of real-time video 

streaming applications [8].  For instance, the round  trip time can be on order of 100ms or more and for  

real-time video streaming, the acceptable delay time  is between 100ms and 200ms [43]. Therefore the 

retransmission of the lost packets must be with in 100ms after the data is lost.  

Retransmission mechanism is not suitable and ineffective way to be used for real-time video streaming 

over the Internet. However, when the delay is small, such as LANs, ARQ can work very well because 
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the round trip time is small. Retransmission-based schemes can also be used in delay-constrained 

applications such as video on-demand that accommodate some buffering at the receiver. Buffering the 

packets at the receiver makes it possible for packets to be retransmitted without missing their playout 

time.  

2.3.4 Forward Error Correction 
 

Forward Error Correction (FEC) is one of the most widely utilized reliable error correction/control 

techniques which have been successfully used in a number of application domains from space 

communication to supporting multimedia traffic with real-time constraints over wide-area high-speed 

networks [21].The basic principle of FEC is stated as, given a communication channel with known 

error probabilities, using error-correcting code to inject redundant packets called parity packets on the 

compressed source video packet streams at the sender so that the receivers may detect errors/loss and 

reconstruct the lost packet from redundant packets without the need for retransmission of the lost 

packets from the sender. 

FEC can be applied at the bit-level and on the packet-level [44]. Normally packet-level FEC is applied 

to end-to-end communication whereas bit-level FEC is used on a specific link [45]. When FEC is 

applied at the bit-level some redundancy bits are added in each sent packet, thus the packet becomes 

larger. When FEC is applied on the packet-level some redundancy packets are added as separate 

packets in each sent block (group of packets). Therefore, the sent block is composed by some data 

packets and some redundancy packets. Due to ARQ’s inherent inadequacy in handling end-to-end 

network latencies, the packet-level FEC scheme has become a suitable error control mechanism for 

real-time video transmission [8]. 

In conventional packet-level  FEC [21], the video stream is first chopped into segments, each of which 

is packetized into k source packets; then for each segment, a block code is applied to the k packets to 

generate an n-packet block, where n > k. The encoder places the k packets into a group and then creates 

additional packets from them so that total number of packets in the group becomes n. Figure. 2.3 

illustrates FEC group packets k=5, n-k=3 and n=8. 

 
 

Figure 2.3 FEC group packets with k=5, n-k=3 and n=8 

If there are k data packets and n is block size, the server will add h = (n-k) redundant (parity) packets to 

every k data packets which yield n packets to be transmitted. Furthermore, If any k packets from the n 

packets were received then the client can successfully recover all the lost packets without 
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retransmission, irrespective of whether the lost packets are source packets or FEC redundant packets 

[27]. Figure 2.4 illustrates the basic operation of FEC mechanism.  

 
Figure 2.4 Basic operation of FEC mechanism 

Compared to Retransmissions mechanisms, FEC are well known to be an effective packet loss recovery 

especially when the latency is limited. FEC could be more suitable for real-time video streaming due to 

small end-to-end delay and reliable transmission by adding extra redundancy information. 

From the point of view of the throughput, if more redundancy packets are added than  the lost packets, 

then the network load will be unnecessarily increased [18][25]. Nevertheless, if less redundancy 

packets than the needed are added then the lost packets will not be recovered and also the network will 

be loaded due to the consumed bandwidth for the redundancy. As a result, there is a clear tradeoff 

between the obtained throughput and the network load. To achieve acceptable and desired presentation 

quality, FEC has to be introduced with minimum overhead for real-time video streaming [27] [36]. 

Depending on the fact that packet loss is often unknown and time varying, the amount of extra data that 

will be sent with the original data in the FEC block is predetermined at the start of a session, where the 

redundancy is calculated based on a long-term average of network losses.  

   𝑅 =
𝑛−𝑘

𝑘
      (1) 

The efficiency and capability of FEC to recover from loss rate depends on the amount of redundancy R 

which is defined as the amount of parities (n-k) to the block of packets k as in equation 1 [27]. For this 

reason, FEC is usually characterized depending on the amount of redundant data,  

 

1) Effective if the redundant is sufficient to recover the lost data 

2) Ineffective if the redundant is too little to the lost data. 

3) Inefficient if the redundant is too high to the lost data. 

Considering these properties, FEC mechanisms could be broadly classified into two major classes as 

Static FEC (SFEC) and Adaptive FEC (AFEC)based on how to determine and adjust the redundant 

information to be transmitted along with the original source video packets [25]. 

2.3.4.1  Static FEC 
 
In conventional static FEC mechanisms, the number of redundant packets added to the source video 

data remains constant irrespective of the network conditions [26] [45]. Although the static FEC is easier 
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to implement and more reliable when there is no bandwidth limitation, there are several drawbacks 

attached to the use of SFEC.  

Firstly, static FEC does not flexibly adapt to network conditions [25] [46]. Secondly, adding a 

predefined higher number of FEC redundant packets improve the ability of a receiver to recover the 

lost packets, however, the additional packets may increase the consumed bandwidth of the network and 

may overload the network under heavy traffic conditions [47]. On the contrary injection of fewer 

redundant packets reduces the overall network load, but may result in ineffective lost packet recovery 

in the event of high packet loss rate. Finally, the effectiveness of FEC is known to depend on the way 

of the packet losses that are distributed in the video data stream.  

In order to maintain a high level of resource efficiency while simultaneously guaranteeing the 

information accuracy required by real-time video streaming applications, several AFEC [25] [26] [47] 

[48] [49] [50] schemes have been introduced that dynamically tune the FEC redundancy according to 

the network situation. 

2.3.4.2 Adaptive FEC (AFEC) 
 
The goal of adaptive FEC is to adjust the level of FEC redundancy as a function of network state, 

decreasing the number of redundancy when the lost packet at the receiver is very low and increasing 

the number of redundancy when the network is congested so that the overhead incurred by FEC is kept 

to a minimum [26]. In recent years several AFEC mechanisms have been introduced that tune the FEC 

redundancy by using various network condition parameters to determine appropriate FEC rate. In these 

schemes, the FEC rate is adjusted on the basis of feedback information such as packet error rate and 

transmission delay in order to obtain a compromise between the loss recovery rate and current network 

traffic load. 

Park and Wang [25] proposed an adaptive protocol for FEC in dynamic networks. The main objective 

of their research is to improve the end-to-end transport of real-time traffic by adjusting degree of 

redundancy of the FEC rate in accordance with feedback information relating to the current network 

delay, decreasing when the network packet loss rate is low and increasing when it is not. However the 

process involved in measuring this delay and determining the appropriate FEC rate, have a significant 

impact on time. Moreover, the FEC rate implemented at the sender may not accurately reflect the 

current network load. Since the network conditions vary continuously and unpredictable, this 

mechanism may not be suitable for real-time video streaming over the Internet. 

Kwon et al. [26] proposed an adaptive FEC (AFEC) transport scheme that controls the amount of 

redundancy for high speed transport by monitoring networks. The proposed AFEC has three major 

components: estimation module, rate adaptation and adaptive FEC decision. They used loss rate and 

burst length parameter feedback from the receiver to capture the status of underlying networks, and 

fixed two thresholds to estimate the network status. The FEC decision makes the trade-off between 

error and bandwidth efficiency, based on the current network fluctuation. In this work, they focused on 

transport layer for high speed networks. The results of the experiments have shown an improvement of 

proposed mechanism. However, this mechanism measures delay and determines the appropriate FEC 

rate, which inevitably has a finite duration, and the FEC rate implemented at the sender may not 

accurately reflect the current network load. 
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Tsai et al. [48] proposed Burst Aware Adaptive FEC (BAFEC) for improving video streaming over 

wireless network. When an FEC block of packets are received, the receiver calculates the average 

packet loss rate and burst packet loss length. BAFEC takes into account the burst packet loss length. 

Thus the sender can determine the amount of FEC redundancy and the receiver then calculates FEC 

redundancy relying on average packet loss rate. If the FEC redundancy is more than the burst packet 

loss length, the receivers can feedback the FEC redundancy to the sender side. On the other hand, if the 

burst packet lost length is more than the FEC redundancy, the FEC redundant packets will be set to the 

burst packet loss length and then the feedback will be sent to the sender side. The simulation 

experiment results showed that the BAFEC mechanism can achieve higher peak signal-to-noise ratio 

(PSNR) and thus provide better video quality than conventional FEC mechanism. In this mechanism, 

the packet loss rate cannot give any indication of channel burst packet loss. 

Lin et al. [50] proposed an Enhanced Adaptive FEC (EAFEC) mechanism for video delivery over a 

wireless network. The number of redundant data is determined by Access Point (AP), based on the 

network traffic load and wireless channel status. They used the queue length to indicate the traffic load 

and packet transmission time to indicate wireless channel status, by defining four thresholds: one for 

low queue length, one for high queue length, one for low retransmission time and one for high 

retransmission time. The proposed EAFEC generated the number of redundant data in such a way that 

it wouldn’t unnecessarily add more traffic to network in a congested scenario. The results from the 

simulation experiments showed that the EAFEC improves system performance by dynamically adding 

FEC redundancy packets based on the current amount of wireless channel loss. However, this 

mechanism does not have any optimum threshold values and does not consider the loss of packets from 

wired networks. 

2.4 The Adaptive FEC Mechanism 
 

The processes of determining and sending an appropriate FEC redundancy, has a significant impact in 

effectiveness of the packet recovery [36] [49]. The conventional FEC determines the redundant parities 

based on the long-term average of network packet losses which is not suitable for real time video 

applications where the loss is instantaneous and it can miss lead the source to send more parities than 

required which results in wasting the bandwidth. Furthermore, the FEC rate implemented at the sender 

end may not accurately reflect the current network condition [27]. 

In order to overcome the above weakness, and to improve error recovery for real-time video streaming 

over best-effort networks with minimum delay and bandwidth against FEC overhead, AFEC is the 

adaptive version of FEC communication technique.. The proposed AFEC is the adaptive version of 

FEC communication technique. That means that the operation of AFEC only differs from the operation 

of FEC on the adaptive part.  Similar to the literatures [25] [47] [48] [50], that tune the rate of FEC 

redundancy based on the feedback information supplied by the end-user, the proposed mechanism also 

determines the number of redundant data based on  feedback from the receiver.  

Unlike[50] [47],  the  mechanism  that uses the queue length(QL) and  the packet transmission time 

(RTT), and the technique that use the average burst packet loss length as indicators to decide the 

number of redundancy [48], the proposed  AFEC  predicts the current network  loss using  the number  

of lost packets in the transmitted video block.  The network loss prediction is used to determine the 
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amount of redundant packets to be transmitted with the block of data packets. The proposed AFEC 

adapts the amount of redundancy as function of the network state. In particular, in this thesis, the 

number of parity packets will be varied in response to the changing loss probability to keep a specific 

loss probability quality at the receiver. 

The proposed mechanism uses the Reed-Solomon encoder to generate the maximum allowed 

redundancy packets n-k but only sends r parities, where n is the block length and k is the original video 

data [51]. The receiver can recover all lost packets of R-S code-word set of n packets as long as the 

number of lost packets does not exceed the redundancy [52]. The AFEC coder has the following 

property that if l packets were lost from the n group: 

 

𝑙 ≤ 𝑟   all packets will be recovered 

          𝑙 > 𝑟   None of the packets can be recovered 

 

The AFEC function of order r is defined as  

 

𝐴𝐹𝐸𝐶𝑟(𝑙) = {
0, 𝑙 ≤ 𝑟
𝑙,          𝑙 > 𝑟

 

2.4.1 Packet Format of the AFEC Mechanism 

 

The Adaptive FEC scheme is designed to use UDP as a transport protocol. As discussed in section 1.2 

UDP allows a fast transmission of application data that require small delay or when loss of a packet is 

not important [53]. UDP data units are called datagrams. Each UDP datagram is composed of a header 

and a payload (user data). In the payload the data coming from the layer above is encapsulated as 

shown in Figure 2.5.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 2.5 UDP Header 

Where: 

 

 Source port: identifies the sending port of the transmission. It is optional and used if replay is 

addressed. The field is set to 0 when not used. 

31 16 

8 byte 
16-bit Source port   16-bit Destination port  

16-bit Length                  16-bit Checksum 

 

Data 

0 

Figure 2.5 UDP Header 
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 Destination port: shows the destination port. 

 Length: specifies the length of the entire datagram (header and data). 

 Checksum: this field is utilized to check the errors in the header and data. 

 Data: this field contains the transmitted data. 

 

The proposed AFEC is independent of the nature of the application data, but is implemented on the 

application layer. Each AFEC packet is composed of header and payload as it is shown below:  

 

 

 
RTP payload (N = k + R) 

 

Figure 2.6 proposed AFEC packet format 

The AFEC payload is composed by the application data and the FEC header is constructed by placing it 

on the parity packets. As UDP does not guarantee reliability and sequence number management, receipt 

of packets is not assured. The receiver will not be able to detect, when packets are lost or arrive with 

some delay or been duplicated [54].  As a result from that, the proposed mechanism use a generic 

transport protocol RTP that runs on the top of UDP.  

As discussed in section 1.2, RTP is independent of applications but is implemented at the application 

layer. It is commonly used to provide end-to-end delivery service for data with real-time characteristics 

[15]. RTP packet consists of a fixed RTP header and a RTP payload Figure 2.7 illustrates the data from 

the application is encapsulated as it is lowering in the UDP/IP protocol stack. 

 

 
 

Figure 2.7 AFEC Protocol Encapsulation 

2.4.2 AFEC Mechanism Architecture 
 

The AFEC mechanism was designed based on feedback control principle to determine the amount of 

FEC parity packets. Feedback is a process that is looped back to control a system with in itself in order 

to make the system reliable [53]. The scheme uses feedback information transmitted from the receiver 

to the sender each time a loss is detected. The receiver will send a negative acknowledgment (NACK) 

of the lost packets in a block as shown in Figure 2.8. AFEC video packets are organized into blocks 

prior to transmission, According to whetten et al  [55] and Watson [56], using the block approach has 
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some advantages such as reduced complexity, reduced verification and debugging time and easier 

future upgrades. In this study the number of FEC packets for different block length (8, 12 and16) 

adaptations under different error probabilities has been compared and it has been set to 16 because  the 

comparison result  shows  that  the  longer  the  block  length,  the  lower  the  number  of  redundant 

packets  transmitted  into  the  transmission  channel. 

In the AFEC scheme the sender has three main components R-S encoder, the block loss calculation unit 

and the controller. The R-S encoder generates the redundant parities ”r”  based on the optimal number 

of redundancy calculated by the controller and insert  into  the data block k resulting in n packets to be 

sent to the network [57]. The controller uses two parameters, Network Loss Rate (NLR) and the target 

residual loss rate to determine the appropriate number of redundancy needed. Three adaptation 

mechanisms namely the On-Off, Proportional and Proportional-Integral has been studied and proposed 

for the redundancy controller subsystem.  

Network Loss Rate (NLR) is the main influence factor of the AFEC decision of redundancy [58].The 

NLR is the only constantly changing variable mainly due to strong relation with network failure or 

congestion. The block loss probability calculation uses feedback information that are coming from the 

receiver is used to determine the NLR and the estimate block loss probability. This feedback 

information is updated only when the block is totally received.  

 

 

 Figure 2.8 AFEC schemas architecture  [59]  

 

Target residual loss rate also known as desired block loss probability is the maximum tolerable loss rate 

for streamed video in order to run smoothly [25]. This factor is used by the controller as a reference to 

compare with estimated block loss probability in order to measure effectiveness of redundancy when 

using AFEC. 

The receiver node takes the video blocks coming through the network and checks whether the sent 

packets has been lost or not and determines the amount of lost packets in the block based on the gap 

sequence number and time out, which are the most common loss detection techniques for streaming 

applications [60], then the receiver sends the feedback message to the sender, and this message will 

contain the number of lost packets per block. 
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2.4.3 Loss Detection Mechanisms  

 
In the proposed AFEC mechanism, lost packets are determined based on packet gap sequence number 

and time-out [61].  

1) Gap sequence number based loss detection: is used at the receiver, combined with negative 

acknowledgement (NACK) because it is more suitable for continuous media like video. In 

gap sequence number loss detection for each packet has its own sequence number and the 

packets are declared as a lost when a packet arrives with a sequence number that are higher 

than expected. 

2) Time-out based loss detection:  is a loss detection technique based on estimating the packet 

arrival time. Packets are declared lost if it arrives after the deadline. The timeout loss 

detection is not affected by burst loss. 

2.4.4  Network Loss Behavior  

 

The network loss behavior over best-effort networks such as the Internet is very complex to be defined, 

because of many variables that cannot be predicted [60].  The loss over a transmission channel can be 

simply figured by the number of lost packets related to the total number of sent packets.  

A well-known approximation of network loss is the Gilbert-Model, which uses Two-state Markov chain 

to represent the end-to-end packet loss. The Model is widely used to simulate the packet loss over the 

network, due to its simplicity and mathematical traceability [62]. The Two-state Markov is shown in 

Figure 2.9 the 0 state represents a packet was lost where the 1 state represents a packet reached the 

destination. 

 Let p denote the transmission from 0 state to state 1 and q denote the transition from state 1 to state 0, 

so the probability of losing a packet is (1-q) and the probability to loss n consecutive packets equals (1-

q) qn-1. From the Markov chain transition matrix [63], the long run loss probability π can be defined as  

 

                       𝜋 =
𝑝

𝑝+𝑞
                      (2) 

 
Figure 2.9 Two-state Markov Model [27] 
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The proposed AFEC predicts for the network losses and uses the probability equations to calculate the 

expected loss at the receiver. Since packet suffers from only two cases, either delivered or lost, the 

binomial distribution is hold. In general, assuming the loss of a packet (l) is the event of success, l 

follows binomial distribution with parameters that group of n packets and pi probability of one packet 

to be lost from n packets, we write l ~B (n, pi). The probability of 1 packet to be lost from n group of 

packets is given by: 

 

𝑃(𝑙) = (
𝑛
𝑙
) ∗ (1 − 𝜋)𝑛−1 ∗ 𝜋𝑛      (3) 

2.4.4.1 Network Loss Prediction 
 

The network packet loss heavily fluctuates over time and the average of long periods rarely represents 

the actual network status. The proposed AFEC mechanism estimates the expected channel loss 

probability with packet loss information sent by the receiver. The estimated block loss probability of 

the k number of lost packets is given by: 

 

𝐸(𝑥) = ∑ 𝑙(𝑛
𝑙
) ∗ (1 − 𝜋)𝑛−𝑙𝑘−1

𝑙=0 ∗ 𝜋𝑙                                              (4) 

 

The average expected block loss probability as [64] is: 

 

𝐸(𝑥) = ∑ 𝑙(𝑛
𝑙
) ∗ (1 − 𝜋)𝑛−𝑙𝑘−1

𝑙=0 ∗ 𝜋𝑙 ∗
𝑛−𝑙

𝑛
                             (5) 

Where:  

• ”E(X)” is the estimated packet loss probability without FEC. The calculation of this parameter 

will be detailed at section 3.3.1 called Transmitter Implementation section. 

 

• “n” is the sum of source and parity packets per block. 

 

• ”k” is the source packets per block. 

 

• “𝜋” is channel loss probability 

2.4.5 AFEC Feedback Control Algorithms 
 

As in any feedback control system design, we first provide our performance objectives. As discussed 

earlier, packet loss is one of the main causes of video quality degradation especially in real-time video 

streaming with tight delay requirements, where retransmission is not affordable. Variations in packet 

loss rate will cause large variations of received video quality, which will be annoying to the viewers. In 

our proposed AFEC mechanism, the controller should maintain the packet loss around the target 

residual loss rate to achieve a consistent and smooth playback.  

The network condition, e.g. Network Loss Ratio (NLR), continuously change over time as it is tightly 

related to network failure or congestions [25]. The AFEC redundancy controller should be adaptive and 
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robust to such disturbances. It should be able to stabilize the amount of added redundancy under 

disturbances, and also be able to maintain or decrease the added redundancy to desired state when the 

disturbance disappears. Therefore, in order to adapt and control the number of parity needed, there are 

several feedback control techniques [65]. In this thesis, we will design and Implement three controllers 

namely the On-Off method, a Proportional method and a Proportional-Integral method. We then 

analyze the stability performance and derive guidelines on the parameter setting that are used.  

2.4.5.1 On-Off control system 

 

The conventional On-Off FEC redundancy control method is the simplest control method that could be 

implemented [66]. This control system only needs feedback information about the number of lost 

packets and redundancy packets per block. The operation of this system is based on a step by step 

increments or decrements of the number of redundancy packets as a function of the number of lost 

packets in the received block and the actual number of redundancy packets.  

The advantage of the conventional On-Off redundancy control method is that it is very simple to 

implement. However, the disadvantage is that it has less precision of control [66]. The increment and 

decrement value of the parity packets is one regardless of the network situation. For example suppose 

that the network experienced some burst losses that affects 5 consecutive blocks with a loss of 3 

packets for each block. In this case, the On-Off system will react to the losses in the first block by 

increasing the redundancy packets by one. Thus, when the second block is decoded in the receiver side 

the redundancy increment is too small to recover the 3 packets lost and the block might be totally 

discarded. For this reason, On-Off control is not the most optimal method. 

 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Proposed AFEC On-Off control pseudo code 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Begin  
Input n, k, r, Loss //the inputs will be n, k, r and loss, where:  

//n is the total number of packets in a block, k is the original 

//packet, r is the redundancy added and loss is the lost packet 

//during transmission  
 
If loss > r then   // if lost is greater than redundancy,  

  r= r+1   //redundancy will be increased by 1 
  n =k+r   //the block will contain actual data plus redundancy 
  setAFEC(n,k) 

Else If loss <r then  // if the lost packet is less than redundancy  
  r= r-1   //redundancy will reduce by 1 
  n= k+r   //the block will contain actual data plus redundancy 
  setAFEC(n,k) 

Else    // if lost and redundancy is equal 
  r = r   //redundancy will remain the same 
  n = k+r  //the block will contain actual data plus redundancy 
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  setAFEC(n,k) 
 End 
 

2.4.5.2 Proportional control system 

 

As it has been mentioned in the last section, the operation of the conventional On-Off redundancy 

control system is not optimal. In order to cope with burst losses, incrementing or decrementing the 

number of redundancy packets should be done in steps of size bigger than one packet.  The 

proportional controller attempts to perform better than the On-Off type by setting redundancy value 

that is proportional to the current error value which is calculated as the difference between the target 

residual loss rate (desired block loss rate) and the estimated block loss probability [25]. 

The proportional redundancy can be adjusted by multiplying the error by a constant μ, called the 

proportional gain constant [67]. The Proportional term is given by 

 

𝑅(𝑡) = 𝜇 ∗ 𝑒(𝑡)    (6) 

 

The digital expression is obtained by sampling the input error function e(t) with a period of h. the 

function R (t) only exists in time instants 𝑡 = 𝑘 ∗ ℎ.The equation that calculates a proportional AFEC 

redundancy is given by: 

 

𝑅(𝑘) = 𝜇(𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑠 − 𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑡(𝑘)) + 𝑅𝑑  for all k ≥ 0 ∈ Z           (7) 

 

Where 

 

 𝑅(𝑘) is the output from the controller, i.e. the redundancy adjustment for k  data packets 

 μ is the constant of proportionality,  i.e. relation between the output and the input of the system, 

usually called the controller gain 

 𝑅𝑑 is the initial number of redundant packets of the controller at its design conditions,  referred 

as the bias 

 𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑠 is the target residual loss rate (i.e. desired block loss rate) 

 𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑡is the input to the controller, i.e. estimated block loss probability 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Proposed AFEC Proportional control pseudo code 

 

Begin  
 
Input 𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑠, 𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑡, 𝑅𝑑, 𝜇, n, k,   //Inputs are desired packet loss, estimated packet lost,  
     // redundancy,𝜇, the total number of packets and the  
     // original packet. 

If loss > r then    //if loss is greater than redundancy 
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error = 𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑠– 𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑡   //error will be the difference of desired and estimated 
R =( 𝜇*error) + 𝑅𝑑 //redundancy will be calculated as the constant 𝜇  

//multiplied by error difference plus initial redundancy 
  n = k + R   //the total number of packets in a block is the sum of 
      // original packet plus the redundancy 

setAFEC(n,k) 
Else If loss <r then   //if loss is less than redundancy  
error = 𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑠– 𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑡   //error will be the difference of desired and estimated 

R= R   -( 𝜇*erro)r+𝑅𝑑 //redundancy will be calculated as the  
//R-( 𝜇*erro)r+𝑅𝑑, where R is the redundancy,𝜇 is 

//constant, error and 𝑅𝑑 initial redundancy 
 

  n= k + R   //the total number of packets in a block  
 setAFEC(n,k) 

Else 
  R = R+𝑅𝑑 
  n = k+ R 
  setAFEC(n,k) 
 End 

 
===================================================================== 

The advantage of proportional control is that it is relatively easy to implement. However, the 

disadvantage is that a high proportional gain results in a large change in the redundancy for a given 

change in the error [68]. If the proportional gain is high, the AFEC parity adaptation system can 

become unstable and the added redundancy by the controller may be high . In contrast, a small gain 

results in a small redundancy response to a large input error probability, and a less responsive or less 

sensitive controller. If the proportional gain is low, the redundancy added by the controller may be too 

small when responding to channel loss. In order to achieve optimal redundancy the term μ(Pdes −

Pest(k)) must have a value and a non-zero error is required to drive the controller. When there is no 

losses in the current block the controller can be tuned by introducing a compensating bias term Rd or 

by adding an integral term. 

2.4.5.3 Proportional-Integral control system 

 
A common characteristic of proportional control is the residual error between the desired block lost and 

estimated block lost probability, which is referred to as offset [69].  The offset in proportional only 

control systems can easily eliminated by adding Integral Action. The integral component of the 

controller has the effect of continuing to increase or decrease the redundancy as long as any offset 

continues to exist.   

Integral, or reset, adjusts a the number of redundancy in accordance with  both the magnitude  and 

duration of error calculated as the difference of estimated block loss probability from the target loss 

rate [27].The integral in a PI controller is the sum of the instantaneous error over time and gives the 

accumulated offset that should have been corrected previously. The accumulated error is then 
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multiplied by the integral gain 𝛽 and added to the controller output [67]. 

 

The integral term is given by: 

𝐼 = 𝛽 ∗ ∫ 𝑒(𝜏)𝑑𝜏
𝑡

0
                              (8) 

 

The Proportional-integral controller (PI-controller) is described with the following output-input 

function 

                   𝑅𝑝𝐼(𝑡) = 𝜇 ∗ 𝑒(𝑡) +  𝛽 ∗ ∫ 𝑒(𝜏)𝑑𝜏
𝑡

0
                  (9) 

 

The digital version is used in this thesis is obtained by sampling the input error function e(t) with a 

period of h. Digital Proportional-integral control system is shown in Figure 2.10. 

  

 𝑅𝑝𝐼(𝑛) = 𝜇 ∗ 𝑒(𝑛) +  𝛽 ∗ ℎ ∑ 𝑒(𝑛)𝑘 
𝑛=0                   (10) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

AFEC Proportional-Integral control pseudo code 
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 
Begin  
 

Input  P_des, P_est, 𝑅𝑑, μ, 𝛽,n, k,      // desired block loss probability, estimated  
       //block loss probability, initial redundancy,  
       //proportional gain, integral gain, 
wait(dt) 
error = P_des– P_est     //calculate single error 
Acc_error=Acc_error + error   //update accumulated error 

 
If loss > r then 

R =( μ*error) +(𝛽 ∗ 𝐴𝐶𝐶_𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟)+ 𝑅𝑑 //calculate the redundancy needed to be 

//sent 

R(n) 

𝜇 ∗ 𝑒(𝑛) 

 𝛽 ∗ ℎ  𝑒(𝑛)

𝑘 

𝑛=0

 

𝑒(𝑛) 

𝑃𝑑𝑒𝑠 

𝑃𝑒𝑠𝑡 

Figure 2.10 Proportional-Integral control systems 
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 n = k + R  //update the total number of packets 
setAFEC(n,k) 

 
Else If loss < r then 

error = P_des– P_est 
R= R   - (μ*error) + (𝛽 ∗ 𝐴𝐶𝐶_𝑒𝑟𝑟𝑜𝑟)+ 𝑅𝑑 // calculate the redundancy overhead  
      // (unused redundancy) 
n= k + R     //update the total number of packets 

  setAFEC(n,k) 
Else 

  R = R+𝑅𝑑     //update redundancy value 
  n = k + R     //update the total number of packets 
  setAFEC(n,k) 
 End 
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Chapter Three 
 

Research Methodology 
 

 

3.1 Introduction 

In chapter two, the discussion was focused on the major challenges that face video transmission over 

best-effort networks. From the literature review, packet loss is the major problem that undermines 

delivery of quality video to end users. We have discussed four main error control and recovery 

mechanism for real-time video transmission over the Internet. In particular related work on existing 

FEC mechanisms has been discussed. We have identified the problems and limitations of the widely 

used static FEC. Furthermore, we have proposed and designed a mechanism that improvise and 

mitigates the limitations of existing FEC to overcome the effect of packet lost. 

This chapter discusses the implementation, integration and validation of AFEC redundancy adaptation 

mechanisms. In order to investigate and evaluate the performance of the proposed technique, a strong 

evaluation technique has to be established. Section 3.2 gives a brief introduction to communication 

network performance evaluation techniques followed by discussion on NS2 network simulator in 

section 3.3. Section 3.4 explains the implementation and integration of the proposed AFEC sender and 

receiver agents in NS2. Finally section 3.5 briefly discusses the simulation processes structured into 

seven sub phases as shown in Figure 3.3.  

3.2 Performance Evaluation Techniques 

In communication network, the performance evaluation can be conducted by using one or a 

combination of the following approaches, analytical modeling, measurement, or simulation. The 

selection of the right technique usually depends on the resources available to solve the problem and the 

desired level of accuracy. Figure 3.1 shows the techniques that are used for performance evaluation in 

communication network. 

Analytical modeling techniques abstract the features of a communication system as a set of parameters 

or parameterized functions in order to make the modeling task tractable. It usually involves a set of 

mathematical equations and symbolism to represent or describe the behavior of the communication 

system. Analytical models relatively result in better accuracy when used to study simple systems. 

However, when studying complex systems, the models are usually not accurate in contrast to the real 

implementation due to simplification assumptions’ and modeling process. The user is usually 

responsible for determining the model parameters which require detailed knowledge of the system and 

the modeling technique. In contrast to the other two approaches, analytical modeling is inexpensive 

technique that gives the opportunity to make better decision of a system before the actual 

implementation. 
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The second performance evaluation approach in communication systems is measurement. The 

performance of the communication system under study can be evaluated by using test-bed or actual 

implementation. The measurement approaches usually result in a very high accuracy. However, the 

complexity and the cost associated with specialized equipment’s and devices are very high. In addition, 

measurement techniques are hardly flexible for changes in the model and require long time to evaluate. 

Simulation is a computer program that simulates or represents dynamic responses and behaviors of a 

real or proposed system.  Computer simulations are used to study the behavior of objects or systems 

that cannot be easily or safely tested in real life.  In contrast to the other two approaches, the number of 

parameters in the program can be adjusted to simulate varying conditions in the system and the scale of 

events being simulated by computer simulations that has far exceeded than that can be done using 

traditional analytical modeling. 

Simulation has been widely used to study the performance of complex protocols and it is commonly 

used to explore proposal protocols and mechanisms that have not been implemented in the current 

Internet. Simulation approaches make easy to study, improve and validate large scale protocol 

behaviors. Due to the limitations of analytical modeling to represent complex communication 

protocols, expensiveness and lack of flexibility of measurement approaches. Simulation approach is 

considered to study the proposed Adaptive FEC mechanism. 

There are a lot of network simulator software tools available for the purpose of investigation and 

performance evaluation of different proposed mechanisms. For example Network Simulator (NS2), 

Opnet, and OMNET++ are the most common used tool among communication network researchers. In 

this thesis, we used NS2 as a simulation tool to implement and evaluate the performance of the 

proposed Adaptive FEC mechanism. The main reasons for choosing NS2 is that; NS2 is an open source 

tool which gives the user the ability to extend and modify the source code. It has also a very large and 

Performance 

Evaluation Techniques 

Analytical modeling Measurement Simulation 

Test Bed Real Implementation 

Figure 3.1 1Performance Evaluation Techniques 
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active community of researchers and developers.    

3.3 Network simulator (NS2) 

NS2 is a discrete event-driven simulator designed specifically for communication network research. It 

is developed by Virtual Internetwork Testbed (VINT) project and released as an open-source for any 

researcher to modify to their own needs. NS2 contains modules for numerous network components 

such as routing algorithms, transport layer protocol (e.g TCP, UDP), application traffics, etc. It 

provides substantial support for simulation of several routing protocols, multicast and unicast, wired 

and wireless networks [70]. Figure 3.2 shows the basic architecture of NS2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

NS2 is an object oriented simulator composed of two key languages C++ and object-oriented tool 

command language (OTcl) which is an object-oriented language version of the conventional Tool 

Command Language (Tcl). The OTcl is the front-end that enables the user to combine the different C++ 

implemented core components in network simulation, such as a node, link and queue, and function 

calls from Tcl. The protocols and tools that are available to the user are made from OTcl and 

instantiated using C++ classes. Due to this dependency, protocol design or if a user makes a new 

network component, the designer should write C++ classes and OTcl classes. The process that 

comprises the network by connecting these components with each other is also written in OTcl script. 

NS2 uses C++ to support speed in data processing at run-time and OTcl for easy and fast re-

configuration of the parameters and settings without the need to recompilation 

After simulation, NS2 outputs either text-based or animation-based simulation results. To interpret the 

results graphically and interactively, tools such as Network AniMator (NAM) and XGraph are used. 

The Network Animator Tool is a tool which is tightly coupled with NS2 to display the detailed 

procedure of the simulation. It is capable of drawing all the nodes and lines that are set up and animates 

how the packets flow through the given topology. It can also track a specific end-to-end packet and 

give pinpoints to the network performance in terms of routing-delay, packet drops, congestion and 

more. XGraph is a simple tool to draw a graph based on text file with data. It is very useful for instance 

to visualize the performance of a newly implemented protocol or simulation function. 
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Figure 3.2 Basic architecture of NS2 
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3.4 Implementation of the AFEC Sender and Receiver Agents in to NS2 

In section 2.3, we have discussed the proposed adaptive FEC mechanism. In this section, we will 

present NS2 implementation and Integration of the proposed method. NS2 is a free simulation tool, 

which can be obtained from [71]. It runs on various platforms including UNIX (or Linux), Windows, 

and Mac systems. The discussions in this thesis are based on UNIX system (Ubuntu 12.04). The NS2 

simulation environment fundamentally does not give priority to the graphical user interface and is a 

complex mixture of code languages and application interface. NS2 source codes are distributed in two 

forms: the all-in-one suite and the component-wise. The all-in-one package provides all the required 

components along with some optional components.  

The existing relevant modules for the implementation of the proposed AFEC mechanism are the UDP 

agent and UDP sink agent. In NS2, a UDP agent is used as a sending agent, which is responsible for 

creating and forwarding packets to the low-level network. On the receiving end, the sink agent simply 

destroys the packets received from the low-level network. These modules will be modified to add the 

functionalities of the proposed AFEC sender and receiver mechanisms. Therefore, some C++ code has 

been added to UDP.cc and to UDP sink (loss-monitor.cc) files. In the following sections, we will 

discuss the implementation of the AFEC Sender and Receiver agents. 

3.4.1 AFEC Sender Implementation 

In NS2, a UDP agent is the simplest form of sending agents. It receives users request to transmit data 

by having the attached application invoke its functions (e.g. sendmsg(…)), create packets based on the 

demand and forwards the created packets to a low-level network. The application may use the 

following ways to request the UDP agents to send out packets. 

 Via a C++ function  sendmsg(…) of class udpAgent 

 Via an OTcl command send{…} of OTcl class Agent/UDP 

 Via an OTcl command sendmsg{…} of OTcl class Agent/UDP 

In order to implement the proposed AFEC transmitter mechanism, we followed the guideline provided 

in [70] to define a new AFEC transport layer agent by modifying the existing UDP agent. In particular, 

we perform the following steps to implement the new AFEC transport agent. 

Step 1: Define Inheritance Structure 

The AFEC sender agent is represented by a C++ class AFECsndAgent and OTcl class Agent/AFEC. 

These two classes derive from NS class Agent in their domains and are bound by using a mapping class 

AFECAgentClass as shown in Program 3.1 
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--------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Program 3.1 Mapping class AFECAgentClass which binds a C++ class AFECAgent to an 

OTcl class Agent/AFEC. 

-------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//~/ /NS2/apps/udp.cc 

1 static class AFECSndAgentClass : public TclClass { 

2 public: 

3  AFECSndAgentClass() : TclClass("Agent/AFEC") {} 

4  TclObject* create(int, const char*const*) { 

5   return (new AFECSndAgent()); 

6  } 

7 }class_AFECSndAgent; 

 

 

Step 2: Define C++ Variables and OTclInstvars 

In the header file of AFEC transmitter class, we declared all the necessary variables and 

methods which perform the proposed AFEC mechanism 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Program 3.2 Declaration and the constructors of class AFECsndAgent as well as the 

default value of the instance variables of class Agent/AFEC.                                                         

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//~/ns/apps/AFECsender.cc 

1 class AFECSndAgent : public Agent { 

2 public: 

3  AFECSndAgent(); 

4 AFECSndAgent(packet_t); 

5 virtual void sendmsg(intnbytes, AppData* data, const char *flags= 0); 

6 virtual void recv(Packet* pkt, Handler*); 

7 virtual intcommand(intargc, const char*const* argv); 

8 intn_over_m(intn,int m); 

9 intadapt(int lost, intdatab); 

10 protected: 

11 intseqno_; 

12 intk_blk_;  /* Packets per block */ 

13 intr_blk_;  /* Redundancy per block also called header value*/ 

14 intr_before_update_; /*Header value before it is updated in adapt function*/ 

15 intn_blk_;   /*Total number of packets per block included the header*/ 

 ... 

}; 

 

Step 3: Implement the Constructors in the C++ and OTcl Domains 

The constructors for the proposed AFEC send agent are implemented in C++ domain. From program 

3.2 the default constructor in line 3 -4 feeds FEC packet type (i.e ., PT_AFEC) to constructor of class 

Agent, which stores PT_AFEC in the variable type_ . It also sets the sequence number (i.e., seqno ) to 

be –1.  

 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Program 3.3 Declaration and the constructors of class AFECsndAgent as well as the 

default value of the instance variables of class Agent/AFEC.                                                         

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1 Void AFECSndAgent::AFECSndAgent() : Agent(PT_UDP), seqno_(-1) { 

2 k_blk_ = 16;  

3 r_blk_ = 0;  

4 n_blk_ = 16;  

5 r_initial_ = 0;  
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. . .  

   

} 

 

15 Void AFECSndAgent::AFECSndAgent(packet_t type) : Agent(type) { 

16   

17 bind("packetSize_", &size_); 

18 bind("k_blk_",&k_blk_); 

19 bind("lost_pkt_in_blk_",&lost_pkt_in_blk_); 

. . . 

 } 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------

  

By specifying the packet type, the constructor in lines 15 sets the packet type to be specified in the 

input argument. The constructor in this case does not set the value of seqno_ since the packets of 

specified type may not have sequence number. For both constructors, the C++ variables are bound to 

the corresponding instvar in the OTcl domain. The default values for the variables are set in file 

˜ns/tcl/lib/ns-default.tcl. 

Step 4: Define the Necessary C++ Functions 

 

1.  As a sending agent, the AFECsend agent defines a function sendmsg(nbytes,data,flags), which takes 

three input arguments: nbytes, data, and flags to receive a user demand from the application. The 

sendmsg() function takes application data payload with size “nbytes” and  fragments into “n” or 

“n+1” UDP packets of appropriate payload size ”size_” . as shown in Program 3.4. 

Since NS2 rarely sends actual payload along with a packet, line 21 only sets the size of packet that 

are created to be size_. Line 31 sends out the created packet, by executing target_->recv(p). 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Program 3.4 Defines the proposed AFEC send mechanism C++ Functions 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1 void AFECSndAgent::sendmsg(intnbytes, AppData* data, const   char* flags){  

2 Packet *p; 

3 int n;//Estimate the number of packets needed to send the application data. 

4 if (size_) 

5  n = nbytes / size_; 

6 else 

7  printf("Error: UDP size = 0\n"); 

8 if (nbytes == -1){ 

9  printf("Error”); 

10 return; 

11 } 

12 // If they are sending data, then it must fit within a single packet. 

13 if (data &&nbytes> size_) { 

14  printf(" data greater than maximum UDP packet size\n"); 

15  return; 

16 } 

17  

18 while (n-- > 0) { 

19 /*Introduce the sequence # in the RTP header.*/ 

20  p = allocpkt(); 

21  hdr_cmn::access(p)->size() = size_; 

22  //Access the RTP header in a packet pointed by "p". 

23  hdr_rtp* rh = hdr_rtp::access(p);  
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24  rh->seqno() = ++seqno_;   //Fill the RTP header with the sequ number. 

25  if(seqno_ == blk_start_ + k_blk_){ 

26   n+=r_blk_; 

27   blk_start_=seqno_+r_blk_; 

28  } 

29  hdr_cmn::access(p)>timestamp()=(u_int32_t)(SAMPLERATE*local_time); 

30  p->setdata(data); 

31  target_->recv(p);    //Send the packet. 

32 } 

33 //Send the last packet which size is less than the others. 

34 n = nbytes % size_;  

35 if (n > 0) { 

36  p = allocpkt(); 

37  hdr_cmn::access(p)->size() = n; 

38  hdr_rtp* rh = hdr_rtp::access(p); 

39  rh->flags() = 0; 

40  rh->seqno() = ++seqno_; 

41  hdr_cmn::access(p)->timestamp()= (u_int32_t)(SAMPLERATE*local_time); 

42  if (flags && (0 == strcmp(flags, "NEW_BURST"))) 

43   rh->flags() |= RTP_M; 

44  if(seqno_== blk_start_+k_blk_){ 

45   n=r_blk_; 

46   blk_start_=seqno_+r_blk_; 

47  } 

48  p->setdata(data); 

49  target_->recv(p);  //Send the packet. 

50   } 

51     idle(); 

52 } 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

Lines 18–32 are repeated for “n” times to transmit all “n” packets. After transmitting the first “n” 

packets, the entire application payload is left with nbytes % size_, where % is a modulus operator if 

the remainder is other packet. Finally, Line 51 invokes function idle() to inform the attached 

application that the UDP agent has finished data transmission.  

2. The AFEC agent defines a function adapt(lost, datab) which takes two input arguments: number of 

lost packets and block size. This function is invoked whenever a block is totally received on the 

receiver side and is responsible for processing the feedback information and dynamically adjust the 

AFEC parameters to decide the number of parity packets. Program 3.5 shows the details of function 

adapt (…). Line 5-6 sets the last time the adapt() function was called, get the current time and 

calculate the time gap to be used later for error calculation.  

In Lines 23-30 the AFEC agent estimates the channel loss probability based on the last 12  received 

blocks as the mean of the ratio between the lost packets per block and the total number of sent 

packets per block for all the last 12 blocks. The block loss probability is calculated based on 

estimated channel loss probability in line 30.  Line 74 calculates the “error” as the difference 

between the just obtained estimated block loss probability and the desired block loss probability. The 

sender also calculates the accumulated error values obtained until now and multiples this with the 

sample period. These obtained values “error” and “totalsumerror” are used by the control systems to 

calculate the optimal amount of parity packets to be added in the next block. 
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----------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Program 3.5 Defines the proposed AFEC redundancy adapt mechanism C++ Functions                                

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------

1int AFECSndAgent::adapt(intlost,intdatab) { 

2 printf("lost = %d\n",lost); 

3 int r_delta_; 

4 int i; 

5 temp_=last_packet_time; 

6 last_packet_time = ObjScheder::instance().clock();  

7 temp_=last_packet_time - temp_;   // time between the reception of two blocks. 

8 pkt_received_++;     // Variable where the total # of received blocks are store. 

9 lost_pkt_in_blk_=lost;    //Number of lost packets in the just received n_blk. 

10 n_blk_=datab;     //Total number of packets per n_blk included the header. 

11 total_pkt_loss_=total_pkt_loss_+lost;  //Total number of losses in all the received blocks. 

12 total_=total_+ n_blk_;     //Total number of packets that should be received 

13  

14  

15 for(i=11;i>0;i--){ 

16  memoryloss[i]=memoryloss[i-1]; 

17  memoryblock[i]=memoryblock[i-1]; 

18 } 

19 //The number of lost packets and the total number of sent packets in the 

20 //just received n_blk is stored in the first position of the memory vector. 

21 memoryloss[0]=lost; 

22 memoryblock[0]=datab; 

23 // The channel total_pkt_loss prob. is calculated based on the total_pkt_loss info. of the last 12 received blocks. 

24 channel_loss_prob_=0.0; 

25 for(i=0;i<=11;i++) { 

26  if(memoryblock[i]!=0){ 

27   channel_loss_prob_+=(double)memoryloss[i]/(double)memoryblock[i]; 

28  } 

29 } 

30 channel_loss_prob_=(double)channel_loss_prob_ /(double)(i);  

31 total_loss_prob_=(double)total_pkt_loss_ /(double)total_; //Total total_pkt_loss probability 

 

/*****************************On-off AFEC  redundancy control system ****************/ 

32 if(afec_control_==1) 

33 { 

34  r_before_update_=r_blk_;     

35  if (lost_pkt_in_blk_>r_before_update_){ 

36   blk_lost_=1; 

37   total_blk_lost_++; 

38  } 

39  if (lost_pkt_in_blk_>r_before_update_){ 

40   r_blk_=r_blk_+1; 

41   n_blk_=k_blk_+r_blk_; 

42  } 

43  if (lost_pkt_in_blk_<r_before_update_&&(r_before_update_>=1)){ 

44   r_blk_=r_blk_-1; 

45   n_blk_=k_blk_+r_blk_; 

46   blk_lost_=0;  

47  } 

48  if (lost_pkt_in_blk_==r_before_update_){ 

49   blk_lost_=0; 

50  n_blk_=k_blk_+r_blk_; 

51  } 

52 //In the variable relation_ is stored the excess of header afec_control, 

53 //it is used for compare the behavior of the three control systems. 

54  relation_+=(double)r_blk_-(double)lost_pkt_in_blk_; 
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55  percentage_=(double)r_blk_-(double)lost_pkt_in_blk_; 

56 }//end of On-off afec_control 

57      // Proportional  and Proportional-integral control system have some common calculation. 

58 if((afec_control_==2)||(afec_control_==3) ) { 

59      //Estimation of the "n_blktotal_pkt_loss probability" based on the "channel total_pkt_loss probability". 

60 inti=0; 

61 est_blk_loss_prob_=0.0; 

62 while (i<= k_blk_-1){ 

63  fact=n_over_m((k_blk_+r_blk_),i); 

64 est_blk_loss_prob_+=fact*(pow((1-channel_loss_prob_),i))*(pow(channel_loss_prob_,(k_blk_+r_blk_-                        

   i)))*((double)(k_blk_+r_blk_-i)/(double)(k_blk_+r_blk_)); 

65 i++; 

66 } 

67 r_before_update_=r_blk_; 

68 if (lost_pkt_in_blk_ >r_blk_ ){ 

69  blk_lost_=1; 

70  total_blk_lost_++; 

71 } 

72     if ((lost_pkt_in_blk_<r_blk_&&(r_blk_>=1))||(lost_pkt_in_blk_==r_blk_)) 

73 blk_lost_=0; 

 

 

  /* Calculation of the error term e[k] as the difference between the estimated n_blktotal_pkt_loss probability calculated                                                                                                          

  before and the desired n_blktotal_pkt_loss probability set at the beginning of the */ 

 

74  error_=est_blk_loss_prob_ - des_blk_loss_prob_; 

 

//**************Code for the ProportionalAFEC  redundancy system************************/ 

75 if(afec_control_==2) { 

76  gamma_=170;     //Set the proportional constant. 

77  r_delta_=r_blk_-r_initial_; 

78  r_incr_=(int)rint(gamma_*error_); //Increment header afec_control calculation 

79 //Update the header afec_control. 

80 if(r_incr_<0){ 

81  if(fabs(r_incr_)<=(r_delta_)){ 

82   r_incr_=r_incr_+r_delta_; 

83   r_blk_=r_initial_+r_incr_; 

84  }else 

85  r_blk_=r_initial_; 

86 } 

87 else { 

88  r_incr_=r_incr_+r_delta_; 

89  r_blk_=r_initial_+r_incr_; 

90 }  

91 n_blk_=k_blk_+r_blk_;//Update the number of packets to be sent per n_blk. 

92 relation_+=(double)r_blk_-(double)lost_pkt_in_blk_; 

93 percentage_=(double)r_blk_-(double)lost_pkt_in_blk_; 

94 }//end of afec_control_ == 2  

 

//****************Code for the Proportional-integral system******************* 

95 if (afec_control_==3) { 

96  gamma_ = 130;  //Set the proportional and the integral constants. 

97  betta_ = 115; 

98  r_delta_ = r_blk_- r_initial_; 

99  total_error_+=error_;  //Sum of all the past error values. 

100  totalsum_ = temp_*total_error_; //Multiply past error values by the sample time. 

101  //Estimates the header increment afec_control. 

102  r_incr_=(int)rint(gamma_*error_+ betta_*totalsum_); 

103  //Update the header afec_control. 

104  if(r_incr_<0){ 
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105   if(fabs(r_incr_)<=(r_delta_)) { 

106    r_incr_ = r_incr_ + r_delta_; 

107    r_blk_ = r_initial_ + r_incr_; 

108   }else { 

109    r_blk_ = r_initial_; 

110   } 

111  } 

112  else { 

113   r_incr_= r_incr_+ r_delta_; 

114   r_blk_ = r_initial_+ r_incr_; 

115  } 

116  //Update the number of packets to be sent per n_blk. 

117  n_blk_ = k_blk_ + r_blk_; 

118  relation_+=(double)r_blk_-(double)lost_pkt_in_blk_; 

119  percentage_=(double)r_blk_-(double)lost_pkt_in_blk_; 

120       }//end of the afec_control_ == 3 

121        }// end of (afec_control_==2)||(afec_control_==3) 

122 return r_blk_; 

123   } 

---------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

In the proposed AFECsender agent, we implemented three control systems to calculate the amount of 

redundancy. Line 32-56 defines the On-Off control system which uses lost packets and total number of 

packets in the just received block to increase, decrease or maintain the current redundancy. The second 

control system, the proportional controller calculates the redundant packets based on the error values as 

shown in lines 57-74. The last controller is used to decide the amount of redundancy shown in lines 95-

120. The implementation for the Proportional-Integral system is similar to the Proportional controller 

but adds the integral term in line 102. The parity amount is calculated based on the error value for the 

just received block and the “totalsumerror”. The adapt function also keeps track of the transmitted 

blocks, weather it has been dismissed or recovered by the receiver. 

Step 5: Define OTcl Commands and Instprocs 

Class Agent/AFEC defines the two following  OTcl commands: send{nbytesstr} sends a payload of 

size “nbytes” containing a message “str” and sendmsg{nbytesstr flags} which is similar to the 

command send but in addition passes the input flag “flags” when sending a packet. 

Lines 4–8 in Program 3.6 show the details of the OTcl command send{...}.Line 5 creates a packet data 

object. Line 6 stores the input message str in the created Packet Data object. Line 7 sends out the 

application payload by invoking function sendmsg(...). Note that the size of application payload does 

not depend on the size of the message in the PacketData object (i.e., argv[3]or str). Rather, it is 

specified in the first input argument (i.e., argv[2] or nbytes). The implementation of the OTcl command 

sendmsg(...) is similarto that of an OTcl command send{...}. However, it also feeds a flag “flags”as an 

input argument of function sendmsg(...). 

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Program 3.6 OTcl Commands “send”and ”sendmsg” of class Agent/UDP. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//~/ns/apps/udp.cc 

1int AFECSndAgent::command(intargc, const char*const* argv)  

2 { 

3  if (argc == 4) { 

4   if (strcmp(argv[1], "send") == 0) { 

5    PacketData* data = new PacketData(1 + strlen(argv[3])); 
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6   strcpy((char*)data->data(), argv[3]); 

7   sendmsg(atoi(argv[2]), data); 

8    return (TCL_OK); 

9   } 

10  } else if (argc == 5) { 

11   if (strcmp(argv[1], "sendmsg") == 0) { 

12   PacketData* data = new PacketData(1 + strlen(argv[3])); 

13   strcpy((char*)data->data(), argv[3]); 

14   sendmsg(atoi(argv[2]), data, argv[4]); 

15    return (TCL_OK); 

16    } 

17   } 

18  return (Agent::command(argc, argv)); 

19  } 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

3.4.2  AFEC Receiver Implementation 
 

In NS2, a UDP sink agent is mainly responsible for de-allocating received AFEC packets, and returning 

acknowledgment in the form of message to the AFEC sender. In order to implement the proposed 

AFEC receiver mechanism, we followed the guideline provided in [70] to define a new AFEC receiver 

agent by modifying the existing UDP sink (loss-monitor.cc) file. In particular, we performed the 

following steps to implement the new AFEC Sink Agent. 

Step 1: Define Inheritance Structure 

The AFEC receiver agent is represented by a C++ class “AFECSink” and OTcl class 

“Agent/AFECSink”. These two classes derive from NS class Agent in their domains and are bound by 

using a mapping class AFECAgentClass as shown in Program 3.7 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Program 3.7 Mapping class AFECSinkClass which binds a C++ class AFECSinkto an OTcl 

class Agent/AFECSink. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

//~/ /NS2/tools/AFECSink.cc 

1 static class AFECSinkAgentClass : public TclClass { 

2 public: 

3 AFECSinkAgentClass() : TclClass("Agent/AFECSink") {} 

4 TclObject* create(int, const char*const*) { 

5  return (new AFECSinkAgent()); 

6 } 

7} class_AFECSinkAgent; 

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Step 2: Define C++ Variables and OTcl Instvars 

In the header file of AFEC receiver class, we declared all the necessary variables and methods which 

perform the proposed AFEC Sink mechanism. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Program 3.8 Mapping class AFECSinkClass which binds a C++ class AFECSink to an OTcl 

class Agent/AFECSink. 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1  classAFECSinkAgent : public Agent { 

2  public: 

3 AFECSinkAgent(); 

4 virtual intcommand(intargc, const char*const* argv); 
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5 virtual void recv(Packet* pkt, Handler*); 

6 void report(intlostpkt, intblk); 

7protected: 

8 void newblock(); 

9 intnlost_;   /*Total number of packets lost*/ 

10 intnpkts_;   /*Number of packets received*/ 

11 int expected_;  /*The expected sequence number of the next packet*/ 

12 int bytes_;   /*Number of bytes received*/ 

13 intseqno_;   /*Sequence number of the received packets*/ 

14 double last_packet_time_; /*Temporal variable*/ 

15 intk_blk_;   /* Total number of data packets per block */ 

16 intn_blk_;  /*Total number of packets per block*/ 

17 intr_blk_;  /* Redundancy per block */ 

18 intblk_start_;   /* Sequence number where current block started */ 

19 intlost_pkt_in_blk_; /* Number of lost packets in current block */ 

20 intaccumuled_losses; /*If there are a burst of losses bigger than a block, the losses of the next  

      block should be  taken into account for lost_b in next block*/ 

21 intblk_received;  /*Variable that indicates when a block has been 

    received even though there are a burst of losses*/ 

22 AFECSndAgent sender; 

23 }; 

 

Step 3: Implement the Constructors in the C++ and OTcl Domains 

The constructor for the proposed AFEC Sink Agent is implemented in C++ domain. The default 

constructor initializes the C++ variables and bound to their corresponding instvar in the OTcl domain 

(see Appendix A and B).The default values for the variables are set in file ˜ns/tcl/lib/ns-default.tcl. 

Step 4: Define the Necessary AFEC Receiver mechanism C++ Functions 

1) As a receiving agent, The AFEC Sink Agent defines a function recv(), which takes two input 

arguments: packet and handler. The default UDP sinks’ recv() function defines the actions to  be 

taken when a packet is received from the AFEC sender agent. 

Whenever the AFEC Sink Agent receives a packet, it first extracts the sequence number from the RTP 

header in lines 4-6. Then, it checks if there is a lost packet(s) or not during the transmission as shown 

in program 3.9.  

 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

Program 3.9 Function recv of class AFECSink 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1 void AFECSinkAgent::recv(Packet* pkt, Handler*) { 

2//Extract the sequence number value from the RTP header.&Access the RTP header. 

4 hdr_rtp* rh = hdr_rtp::access(pkt); 

5 seqno_ = rh->seqno();   //Store SEQ value in the seqno_ variable. 

6 bytes_ += hdr_cmn::access(pkt)->size(); 

7 ++npkts_;    //Increase the received packets counter. 

8 int loss = seqno_ - expected_;  //Check for losses 

9  if (loss > 0) { 

10  nlost_ += loss;   /*Total number of lost packets*/ 

11  //Check if the losses comprise more than one n_blk_. 

12  if(seqno_<=(blk_start_+n_blk_)) { 

13   lost_pkt_in_blk_ += loss; 

14   accumuled_losses=0; 

15  else{ 

16   lost_pkt_in_blk_ += blk_start_+n_blk_-expected_; 

17   //Store the number of losses for the next n_blk_. 
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18   accumuled_losses=seqno_-(blk_start_+n_blk_); 

19   blk_received=1; //A n_blk_ has been received. 

20  } 

21 } 

22  

23 //Check whether an_blk_ has been totally received or not. 

24 if ((seqno_==blk_start_+n_blk_)||(blk_received==1)) { 

25  newblock(); 

26  blk_received=0; 

27 } 

28 expected_ = seqno_ + 1;  //Increase the expected SEQ whenever a new packet is received. 

29 Packet::free(pkt); 

30 } 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -------- 

In addition the expected sequence number is incremented by one whenever a new packet is received. 

If the extracted sequence number from the RTP header differs from the expected sequence number, 

this mean that one or more packets have been lost during transmission. In order to check if the losses 

are in one or more blocks, the AFEC sink agent checks if the extracted sequence number is less than 

the block length. If it is less than the block size, (line 13) increments the number of lost packets with 

the amount of the loss identified as shown in line 8. If it is more than the block size that means there 

is a burst loss and we needed to increment the current loss with in the block and also accumulate the 

loss in the affected blocks. In addition, line 24 shows that the block has been totally received and the 

function of the newblock(). Finally lines 28-29 increments the expected sequence number and 

destroys the received packet by invoking free()  of the packet class. 

2) Since the proposed AFEC mechanism operates in block base we have to ensure that the block has 

been received. When the block is totally received the AFEC sink agent requests new block to be sent 

from the AFEC sender by invoking newblock() function. This function is responsible for updating 

the next block start position. In addition sends feedback information to the sender by invoking the 

report() function. Finally the accumulated error are updated. 

3) The main AFECsink agent functionality is performed by report() function. This function takes two 

parameters the number of lost packets in the received block and the block which experienced the 

packet lost. The function sends feedback message by invoking the adpt() function of the AFEC 

sender object as shown in program 3.10 line 4. Then finally update the number of packets that 

should be received per block in line 6. 

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------  

Program 3.10 Function recv of class report() 

----------------------------------------------------------------------------------- 

1 void AFECSinkAgent::report(int lost, intdatab) { 

2 intr_blk_updated; 

3  //Send the feedback information to the sender and update the header value. 

4 r_blk_updated = sender.adapt(lost,datab); 

5  //Update the number of packets that should be received per n_blk_. 

6 n_blk_ = n_blk_ + r_blk_updated - r_blk_;  

6 r_blk_=r_blk_updated; 

7 } 
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3.4.3  Integration of AFEC Sender and Receiver Agents in to NS2 
 

This section describes the integration of the proposed AFEC mechanism sender and receiver agents in 

NS2. After adding the AFEC mechanism to the implementation files udp.cc and lossmonitor.cc (see 

Appendix A and B to see the whole code), and renamed the files as “AFECSender” and “AFECSink” 

respectively, In addition the following four files on NS2 directory are  modified. 

 Common/packet.h 

 Tcl/lib/ns-default.tcl 

 Tcl//lib/ns-packet.tcl and makefile. 

Modification of Packet.h 

The Packet.h contains the definition type for all packets in the simulation. When a new packet type is 

defined, its numeric code should be added the enumeration packet_t   and its symbolic name should be 

added to the constructor of p_info as shown below. 

typedef unsigned intpacket_t; 

 . . . 

 staticconstpacket_t PT_DCCP_RESET = 71; 

 staticconstpacket_t PT_AFEC = 72; 

 // insert new packet types here 

 staticpacket_t PT_NTYPE = 75; // This MUST be the LAST one 

 

classp_info { 

public: 

 p_info() 

 { 

  initName(); 

 } 

  . . .   

  name_[PT_DCCP_RESET]="DCCP_Reset"; 

  name_[PT_AFEC]="afec"; 

  name_[PT_NTYPE]= "undefined"; 

 } 

 

Modification of ns-packet.tcl 

The ns-packet.tcl file contains the packet formats in NS2. The proposed AFEC mechanism packet 

format (AFEC) is added in the protocol list in na-packet.tcl. 

# Transport Protocols and related protocols: 

 HttpInval # HTTP 

 IVS  # Inria video conferencing system  

 QS  # Quick-Start 

 RAP  # Rate Adaption Protocol, transport protocol. 

 AFEC  # AFEC, transport protocol 

 

Modification of ns-default.tcl 

The ns-default.tcl file contains default values for member variables in OTcl domain that are linked with 

C++ bind function. We have modified the ns-default.tcl by assigning default values for attributes 

# AFEC 
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Agent/AFEC set packetSize_ 1000 

Agent/AFEC set k_blk_ 16 

Agent/AFEC set r_blk_ 0 

Agent/AFEC set des_blk_loss_prob_ 0.005 

Agent/AFEC set prob_ 0.01 

 

Modification of Makefile 

Developer often create new or customized modules that use existing C++ libraries. So when there is a 

change in one or more file, NS2 usually requires recompilation.  As NS2 is a large set of complex 

programs, manual recompilation of the files may be impractical and hard to keep track of the 

interdependencies. Therefore, NS2 utilize a “make” utility to overcome such difficulties and makes it 

easy to incorporate a newly developed mechanism into the simulator.  

After incorporating the C++ source code of the proposed AFEC mechanism and modifying the above 

files, we need to add an object file name into the default descriptor file Makefile. The Makefile is 

located in the home directory of NS2. It contains the paths of the location of the source codes, C++ 

libraries and detail instructions on how to compile, re-link the created object files and create executable 

file NS. The necessary modification on the Makefile is shown below. 

 
OBJ_STL = 

apps/AFECSender.o tools/AFECSink.o \ 

OBJ_CC = \ 

apps/AFECSender.o tools/AFECSink.o \ 

 

3.5 Simulation phases 

A process provides steps that support an activity processes are very important during empirical study. It 

can be used as checklists and guidelines. Several steps have to be taken in to consideration during 

experiment and they need to be in a certain order. Therefore, a process for how to perform an 

experiment is very important. 

The experiment process can be divided into the following seven different life cycles. The life cycles 

were established to investigate and evaluate the chosen FEC redundancy amount that should be added 

at the encoder. These life cycles are known as waterfall model or methodology for the reason that, the 

result of each phase flows into the next phase. 

 

The main tasks in the last phase are further structured into seven sub phases. Figure 3.3 graphically 

illustrates the seven sub phases as a waterfall model which are discussed in detail in chapter 4. 
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Simulation Experiments 
 

 

4.1 Introduction 
 

In order to investigate and evaluate the performance of the FEC redundancy adaptation schemes, the 

simulation experiment was structured into seven sub-phases as shown in Figure 3.4. This chapter 

discusses the first four sub-phases starting with section 4.1 to define the experimental objectives. 

Section 4.2 defines the simulation model and study environment. Section 4.3 discuss sub phase three by 

defining the performance metrics followed by the simulation execution process carried out in section 

4.4. Finally section 4.5 covers the credibility of the simulation. 

4.2 Experimental Objectives 
 

The overall goals of the experimental evaluation is  to evaluate the performance of the three proposed 

AFEC redundancy adjustment mechanisms to support and improve video streaming quality in the 

presence of packet loss. In these experiments, we examine the recovery performance of On-Off, 

Proportional and the Proportional-Integral AFEC redundancy adjustment techniques. In addition, we 

evaluate the methods based on the performance metrics, such as discarded blocks and excess 

redundancy.  

In order to investigate and evaluate the effects of the proposed AFEC mechanisms on improving the 

video streaming quality, we will consider two important cases and we will conduct two simulation 

experiments. In the first case, we consider a lossy link situation where the packets are lost due to a loss 

probability in the communication channel. Next we consider a congestion based situation where the 

video packets are lost due to congestion in the intermediate nodes. The main reason for choosing 

congestion and lossy link situation for our experiments is that, the recovery performance of FEC is 

mainly affected by packet loss as a result of networks congestion and lossy communication links.  

4.3 Simulation Model and Environment 

 

The main purpose of our simulation experiments was to investigate and evaluate the proposed packet- 

level AFEC mechanisms over a congested network and lossy communication channel using different 

network loss rates in a simulated environment. We design the simulation model based on the 

procedures that are used in [70] and by matching the experiment parameters to the real Internet 

environment. In order to create our Simulation model, we used NS2 version 2.35 simulation 

environment with installation of the all-in-one package that operate on Ubuntu 12.04 through VMware 

server. We consider several scenarios and evaluated the performance of the proposed AFEC 

mechanisms, which are implemented with scripts written in TCL that comprise commands and 

parameters for simulator initialization, nodes creation and configuration. 
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4.3.1  Simulation Scenarios 

 

To evaluate the proposed AFEC redundancy adaptation mechanisms, different scenarios had to be 

defined. In this section five different cases are defined and explained. The first four cases focus on 

erroneous environments with light, medium and high packet loss rate in the critical link. The fourth 

scenario aims to show how the techniques respond to the variation of packet loss rate on the 

communication channel. The fifth case focuses on the AFEC performance in congested environment. In 

each of these scenarios, the simulation outputs are collected, analyzed and the result are compared with 

previous similar studies and theoretical background information.  

Experiment 1: we studied the performance of the three AFEC redundancy adaptation mechanisms over 

a lossy link. We considered the following four scenarios based on [72]. 

Case 1: light losses (less than 20% packet loss) 

Case 2: medium (20%–50% packet loss) 

Case 3: heavy losses (50% packet loss) 

Case 4: variation from light loss to heavy loss 

In this experiment, to create the packet loss during the transmission of video over the designed 

network, we introduce error (error model) to the critical link in our simulation. In NS2 an error model 

simulates packet error upon receiving a packet which results in either drop of the packet or mark the 

packet with an error flag. The most interesting aspect of this experiment is how the proposed AFEC 

mechanisms adjust redundancy overhead under different loss rate changes. 

Experiment 2: In this experiment is designed to evaluate and investigates the recovery performance of 

the three AFEC redundancy adaptation schemes in congestion condition. As discussed, congestion in 

the network is the most common reason for packet loss and it occurs in a router when the aggregate 

bandwidth of incoming packets destined for a particular output link exceeds the links bandwidth. We 

introduce commonly found background traffics on the Internet such as FTP over TCP and CBR over 

UDP as competing traffic for the CBR over AFEC. 

4.3.2 Simulation Topology 

 

The selection of appropriate network topologies in simulating communication network systems is very 

important. The right network topology ensures that it is representing the problems that are under 

investigation. In this section, the topology will be designed in the way that can achieve the objective of 

the study.  

The chosen topology will represent the goal of the study. All the simulation experiments are used to  

analyze  the proposed AFEC mechanisms are conducted using by single bottleneck topology to achieve 

the simplicity representativeness, that are  used by other researchers as well [73] [74] . Figure 4.1 

shows the simulation topologies that are used in our experiments. 
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Figure 4.1 Topology for experiment 1 

 

 

Figure 4.2 Topology for experiment 2 

4.3.3 Traffic Characteristics 

 

In order to create packet loss in our simulation as a result of congestion, we need to increase the 

competing traffic in the network. Since significant portion of the current Internet consists of TCP traffic 

and with growing evidence for the use of UDP transport for increasingly popular video streaming 

applications, we used competing TCP and UDP traffic flows in our simulation experiments.  

We used two set of source traffic patterns FTP and CBR. We attach FTP with TCP source as competing 

network traffic to create congestion and increase packet loss. We have used Constant Bit Rate (CBR) 

as a source of traffic data in this thesis, because data transmission with CBR closely represents the 

behavior of real video data. In the first experiment, we connect CBR with the standard UDP and with 

the proposed AFEC over UDP.   
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4.3.4 Simulation Parameters   

 

The simulation parameters are set according to the internet specification to study the effect of the 

AFEC redundancy mechanisms. The values of the parameters are similar to the ones which are used in 

[75] that study the performance of FEC. Through these values we determined the number and size of 

packets for the traffic patterns, the bandwidth of each link, the delay through these links, the queue 

limit and the queue management policy. In addition, we also set the AFEC block size and initial parity 

amount. 

As shown in Figure 4.1, the traffic sources FTP/TCP, CBR/UDP and CBR/AFEC are connected to node 

n1 with a bandwidth of 10Mbps and 5 ms delay. In a similar fashion all the traffic sink are connected to 

node n2 with a bandwidth of 10 Mbps and 5 ms delay. The bottleneck link defined as the link between 

node n1 and node n2 that are connected with a bandwidth of 5 Mbps and 10 ms delay link. These 

simulation configuration cause congestion and packet loss at node n1 as the bottleneck bandwidth is 

smaller than the incoming traffic source bandwidth. We used Random Early Detection (RED) queue 

management policy at node n1, which probabilistically discards packets arriving at a router in cases 

where the buffer of the output port overflows as the result of the congestion. RED nowadays is widely 

implemented in commercially available routers and it has been used to study the FEC performance 

[74]. 

In relation to the AFEC mechanisms, the essential performance parameters are the AFEC block size 

and packet size. Table 2 summarizes the parameters that are used in our simulation experiments,  that 

are adopted from [75]. 

Table 2 Simulation Parameters 

Parameter Value 

Packet size (UDP) 1000 bytes 

Packet Size (AFEC) 500 byte 

Packet Size (FTP) 1000 bytes 

Bottleneck Delay 25ms 

Sender Side Link Bandwidth 10Mbps 

Sender Side Link Delay 2ms 

Queue Management Policy RED 

AFEC Block Size 16 packets 

Bottleneck Bandwidth 5Mbps 

Buffer Size 300 Packets  
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4.4 Performance Evaluation Metrics 

Selecting the performance evaluation metrics is a key step and an important part of all performance 

evaluations. Three relevant performance metrics have been used to measure the effectiveness of the 

proposed mechanisms.  

Redundancy per block: this metrics measures the number of AFEC redundancy for each mechanism 

that are transmitted along with the original video packets in each block, to recover the lost packets 

during transmission. 

Discarded Blocks: this metrics is used to evaluate the recovery performance of the AFEC redundancy 

controllers in terms of dismissed/discarded video blocks due to insufficient redundancy. 

Excess FEC redundancy:  measures the extra/ unnecessary AFEC redundancy added by each AFEC 

redundancy adjustment schemes. 

4.5 Simulation execution 
Once we have identified the experimental objectives, the simulation model, and the performance 

metrics. The scenarios are designed based on the topology and configuration parameters by using TCL 

script (see appendix A for the OTcL implementation). Then, we executed the simulation 30 times for 

each AFEC scheme separately for sufficient duration of time as shown in the simulation parameters. In 

order guarantee the accuracy of the gathered simulation output, we excluded the result for the first five 

second for each simulation experiment. Finally, we collected the output in the form of a trace file. 

4.6 Credibility of Simulation Output Data  
In this thesis, to achieve a satisfactory level of credibility of the final simulation results, we used 

appropriate pseudo-random generators of independent uniformly distributed numbers and appropriate 

statistical analysis of simulation output data. According to [76], if a simulation experiment or 

measurement were repeated several times, the results would be slightly different at each time. Taking 

the average results would simply lead to correct conclusions. Therefore, our results were averaged from 

30 runs for every scenario with respect to a 95% confidence interval. 

After repeating each simulation run with different random number generator, we calculate the mean, 

variance and the standard deviation based on equation 4.1.  

 

 ̅ =
∑   
 
   

𝑛
      4.1 

 

Next, we calculate the standard error and the margin of error according to equation 4.2 and 4.3 finally 

the confidence interval is equated to the mean plus/minus the margin of error.   

 

𝑆𝐸�̅� = 
𝑆𝑑

√𝑛
      4.2 

𝑀𝐸�̅� = 𝑧𝛼 2⁄ × 𝑆𝐸�̅�                4.3  
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Chapter Five 
 

Result Presentation and Analysis  

 

 

5.1 Introduction  
 

This chapter presents the last three steps of the sub-phases of our simulation experiments that are 

conducted to evaluate the performance of the On-Off, Proportional and Proportional-Integra 

redundancy adjustment mechanisms. In the first experiment, we investigated the recovery effectiveness 

of the three AFEC redundancy adaptation mechanisms in erroneous communication channel where the 

packet drop rate is in range from 1% to 5% whereas in the second Experiment, we have studied each 

schemes in a congestion based situation.  

The three mechanism were evaluated based on the number of redundancy per block for each 

transmission, the number of dismissed blocks and the total excess header packet value in relation to the 

number of sent block sequences have been chosen as a performance metrics  

5.2 Scenarios 1: Light Channel Loss Probability 
 

For performance evaluation experiment of the AFEC redundancy rate adaptation mechanisms, CBR 

traffic was used. The three mechanisms are able to capture channel loss fluctuation and adaptively 

control the redundancy rate. The graph in Figure 5.1 shows the obtained channel loss probability when 

1% packet loss rate is introduced in the transmission channel. All the simulations for the three 

controllers have been running separately for about 30 times and afterwards all the results have been 

summarized and plotted together by using Matlab. 

 

Figure 5.1 Obtained channel loss probability for constant channel loss probability 
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The graph in Figure 5.2 shows the desired block loss probability and the estimated block loss 

probability for the proportional system and for the Proportional-Integral controller based on the light 

channel loss probability as shown in Figure 5.1.  

 

 

Figure 5.2 Estimated and desired block loss probability for light channel loss probability 

 

As described in section 2.2.4.2, the FEC transmitter produces a certain number of redundant FEC 

packets for each block of source packets. It is important for the Adaptive FEC adaptation mechanisms 

to dynamically adjust the redundancy rates in compliance with current network conditions. The results 

described in this section are acquired, when the channel loss is light. As it is discussed before, the On-

Off controller reacts by incrementing or decrementing the number of redundancy by one packet during 

each loss. On the other hand, Proportional and Proportional-Integral controllers increment and 

decrement the number of redundancy by more than one packet based on the estimated block loss 

probability at the receiver. 

 

The next three graphs, Figure 5.3(A, B and C) shows the results of lost packets and added redundancy 

per block that are obtained for the On-off controller; Proportional controller and Proportional-integral 

controller respectively. In all of the three graphs, the number of lost packets per block is shown with a 

red line, whereas the number of redundancy packets per block is shown with blue asterisk. 

 
 A B 
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C 

 

Figure 5.3 Lost packet and AFEC redundancy per block during (ON-OFF (A), Proportional (B) and 

Proportional-Integral (C) 

 

      

 

Figure 5.4 Number of excess header per block for each mechanism 

The graph in Figure 5.4 plots the amount of excess FEC header packets that are generated under each 

mechanism per block. Looking at the graph, the red color represents the On-Off mechanism that 

produces small quantity of excess redundancy. If all source packets are successfully delivered, the On-

Off method always adjusts the redundancy rate in a fixed amount. On the other hand, the proportional 

controller skips producing redundancy, while Proportional-Integral mechanisms will reduce the 

redundancy rate. The green broken line in the graph is Proportional-Integral, where the maximum 
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excess redundancies per block are equal to 2 whereas the maximum excess redundancy to Proportional 

is 3 which is indicated by a blue plus legend.  

 

 
Figure 5.5 Total number of dismissed blocks for constant channel loss probability 

Figure 5.5 shows the total number of dismissed blocks for each mechanism during constant light 

channel loss probability. As we can see from the legend, it is noticeable that the number of discarded 

blocks in the case of the On-Off mechanism is significantly higher than the other two mechanisms.  

 

Looking at the graph, we can observe that during the first 100 blocks, all the mechanisms have less 

than 20 block losses; however, as the number of sent block sequence increases, the number of 

dismissed blocks using On-Off mechanism follows linear trend upwards. In contrast, a look at the trend 

of dismissed blocks by Proportional and Proportional-Integral control mechanisms are increase slowly. 

Moreover, the behavior of Proportional and Proportional-Integral on dismissing number of block is 

almost similar even though proportional is performing better compare to Proportional-Integral. On the 

other hand, the tradeoff between the number of discarded blocks and the total excess header value 

should be taken into account when the controllers are compared.  

 

 
Figure 5.6 Total numbers of excess redundancy values for constant channel loss probability 
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The graph in Figure 5.6 shows the total number of excess header packets for each mechanism. As it can 

be seen in the graph, the amount of the header excess in On-Off mechanism is smaller as compare to 

the other mechanisms due to its nature of adding a single packet when there is a packet loss. The excess 

header for Proportional-Integral controller is less than the proportional controller.  

 

Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.6 shows the Proportional controller and Proportional-Integral controller behave 

similarly. On the other hand, the total excess header value of On-Off controller is small, because most 

of the time the number of lost packets per block is bigger than the number of redundancy packets that 

are included in the same block. 

5.3 Scenarios 2: Medium Channel Loss Probability 
 

In the second scenario, medium channel loss probability is used to evaluate the performance of the 

three controllers and the buffer size is set to be 300 packets to make sure that packet will not be lost 

due to congestion. The channel loss probability is set to 3%. In Figure 5.7 shows that the medium 

channel loss probability with respect to the sent block sequence; the red line at the legend of the graph 

represents the obtained channel loss probability whereas the blue line represents the assigned channel 

loss probability.   

 

 

Figure 5.7 Obtained channel loss probability and constant channel loss probability 

In Figure 5.7 shows the desired block loss probability and the estimated block loss probability for the 

proportional system and for the Proportional-Integral controller based on the medium channel loss 

probability as shown in Figure. 5.6. The On-Off mechanism does not have the feature of estimating 

block losses since it only adds one packet whenever there is packet loss. As it can be seen from the 

graph, the estimated block loss probability is randomly distributed. 
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Figure 5.8 Estimated and desired block loss probability for medium channel loss probability 

The On-Off controller reacts by incrementing or decrementing the number of redundancy by one 

packet during loss. On the other hand, Proportional and Proportional-Integral controllers increment and 

decrement the number of redundancy by more than one packet based on the estimated block loss 

probability at the receiver. 

 

As it can be seen in Figure 5.9 (A, B, and C), the number of lost packets per block is shown with a red 

line, whereas the number of redundancy packets per block is shown with blue asterisk.  

 

 A B 
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C 

Figure 5.9 Lost packet and AFEC redundancy per block (Proportional-Integral mechanism) 

 

The graph in Figure 5.10 plots the amount of excess FEC header packets generated under each 

mechanism per block. Looking at the graph, the red color represents the On-Off mechanism produces 

small quantity of excess redundancy. If all source packets are successfully delivered, the On-Off 

method always adjusts the redundancy rate in a fixed amount. On the other hand, the proportional 

controller skips producing redundancy, while Proportional-Integral mechanisms reduce the redundancy 

rate. The green broken line in the graph is for Proportional-Integral, where the maximum redundancies 

per block are equal to 4 and the maximum redundancy to Proportional is 4, which is indicated by a blue 

plus legend.  

 

Figure 5.10 Number of redundancy at loss rate of 3% under each AFEC Schemes 
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Figure 5.11 shows the total number of dismissed blocks for each mechanism during constant medium 

channel loss probability. As we can see from the legend, it is noticeable that the number of discarded 

blocks in the case of the On-Off mechanism is significantly higher than the other two mechanisms. We 

can observe from that, all the mechanisms have less than 50 block losses during the first 100 sent 

blocks; however, as the number of sent block sequence increases, the number of dismissed blocks using 

On-Off mechanism follows steady linear trend upwards. In contrast, the dismissed blocks by 

Proportional and Proportional-Integral control mechanisms are more stable. Moreover, the behavior of 

Proportional and Proportional-Integral on dismissing number of block is almost similar and overlaps at 

most of the points.  

 

Figure 5.11 Total number of dismissed blocks at Loss rate 0.03 

 

Figure 5.12 Total number of excess redundancy for each mechanism 

Figure 5.12 shows the total number of excess header packets for each mechanism. As it can be seen in 

the graph, the amount of the header excess in On-Off mechanism is smaller than the other mechanisms 

due to its nature of adding a single packet when there is a packet loss. The excess header for 

Proportional and Proportional-Integral controller follows steady linear trend upwards and both have 

almost the same rate of excess header.  
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5.4 Scenarios 3: Heavy Channel Loss Probability 
 

In the third scenario, heavy channel loss probability is used to evaluate the performance of the three 

controllers. We introduced a packet loss rate of 3%. Figure 5.13 shows the heavy channel loss 

probability with respect to the sent block sequence; the red line at the legend of the graph represents the 

obtained channel loss probability whereas the blue line represents the assigned channel loss probability.   

 

 

Figure 5.13 Obtained channel loss probability and constant channel loss probability 

Figure 5.14 shows the desired block loss probability and the estimated block loss probability for the 

proportional system and for the Proportional-Integral controller based on heavy channel loss 

probability as shown in Figure. 5.13. The estimated block loss probability is randomly distributed; 

however, we can see from the graph that the estimated channel loss probability becomes 0.05 at the 

point where the numbers of sent blocks are 480.   

 

Figure 5.14 Estimated and desired block loss probability for heavy channel loss probability 
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The On-Off controller reacts by incrementing or decrementing the number of redundancy by one 

packet during loss. On the other hand, Proportional and Proportional-Integral controllers increment and 

decrement the number of redundancy by more than one packet based on the estimated block loss 

probability at the receiver. 

 

As it can be seen in Figure. 5.15 (A, B, and C), the number of lost packets per block is shown with a 

red line, whereas the number of redundancy packets per block is shown with blue asterisk.  

 

 
                                    A B 

 

 
C 

Figure 5.15 Lost packets and AFEC redundancy per block for (On-Off (A), Proportional (B) and 

Proportional-Integral (C)) mechanisms 
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Figure 5.16 The number of excess redundancy per block for each mechanism 

The graph in Figure 5.16 plots the amount of excess FEC header packets generated under each 

mechanism per block. The red color represents the On-Off mechanism produces small quantity of 

excess redundancy. If all source packets are successfully delivered, the On-Off method always adjusts 

the redundancy rate in a fixed amount. On the other hand, the proportional controller skips producing 

redundancy while Proportional-Integral mechanisms reduce the redundancy rate. The green broken line 

in the graph is for Proportional-Integral, where the maximum redundancies per block are equal to 5 and 

the maximum redundancy for Proportional is 4 which is indicated by blue plus legend.  

 

Figure 5.17 Show total number of dismissed blocks for each mechanism during constant medium 

channel loss probability. As we can see from the legend, it is noticeable that the number of discarded 

blocks in case of the On-Off mechanism is significantly higher than the other two mechanisms. We can 

observe from Figure 5.17, that all the mechanisms have less than 50 block losses during the first 100 

sent blocks; however, as the number of sent block sequence increases, the number of dismissed blocks 

using On-Off mechanism follows steady linear trend upwards. In contrast, the dismissed blocks by 

Proportional and Proportional-Integral control mechanisms are more stable. Moreover, the behavior of 

Proportional and Proportional-Integral on dismissing number of block is almost similar and overlaps at 

most of the points.  
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Figure 5.17 show the total number of dismissed blocks for each mechanism 

Figure 5.18 shows the total number of excess header packets for each mechanism. The amount of the 

header excess in On-Off mechanism is the smallest of other mechanisms due to its nature of adding a 

single packet when there is a packet loss. The excess header for Proportional-Integral controller is less 

than the proportional controller. On the other hand, On-Off controller mechanism remains having the 

same characteristic as we have seen in the previous scenario. The reason behind these is because, most 

of the time the number of lost packets per block is bigger or greater than the number of redundancy 

added by On-Off mechanism.  

 

Figure 5.18 Total number of excess redundancy for each mechanism 

Figure 5.18 shows the total number of excess header packets for each mechanism. The amount of the 

header excess in On-Off mechanism is the smallest of other mechanisms due to its nature of adding a 

single packet when there is a packet loss. The excess header for Proportional and Proportional-Integral 

controller follows steady linear trend upwards and both have almost the same rate of excess header.  
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5.5 Scenarios 4 Variable Channel Loss Probability (Light to heavy) 
 
In this scenario, we investigate the performance of the three AFEC controllers under variable channel 

loss probability. During the simulation experiment, the channel loss probability is varied in between 

0.01 and 0.05 which is light to heavy channel loss probability. In Figure 5.19 shows that the variable 

channel loss probability with respect to the sent block sequence; the red line at the legend of the graph 

represents the obtained channel loss probability whereas the blue line represents the assigned channel 

loss probability.   

 

 
Figure 5.19 Obtained channel loss probability and variable channel loss probability 

 

Based on the observed channel loss probability, Figure.5.20 shows the estimated block loss probability 

and the desired block loss probability.  

 

Figure 5.20 Shows Estimated and Desired block loss probability for variable channel loss probability 

 
Figure 5.20 Shows Estimated and Desired block loss probability for variable channel loss probability 

The amount of lost packets per block during the variable channel loss probability is shown in Figure 

5.21 (A, B and C) for On-Off, Proportional and Proportional-Integral control mechanisms respectively. 
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The graph result shows us how the three mechanisms adjust AFEC redundancy rate as the packet loss 

rate changes from light loss to heavy loss (1% to 5%), during high loss rates and from heavy to light 

loss(5% to 1%), during light loss rate. The graph also shows how the mechanisms are incrementing the 

number of added redundancy packets to overcome the problem, except that the redundancy for On-Off 

mechanism still remains less than the lost packets.  

 
  A  B 

 

 

                                        C 

 

Figure 5.21 Number of excess redundancy per block during variable channel loss probability (On-Off 

(A), Proportional (B) and Proportional-Integral (C)) 

 

Figure 5.22 plots the amount of excess FEC header packets generated under each mechanism per block. 

Looking at the graph, the red color represents the On-Off mechanism produces small quantity of excess 

redundancy. If all source packets are successfully delivered, the On-Off method always adjusts the 

redundancy rate in a fixed amount. On the other hand, the proportional controller skips producing 

redundancy while Proportional-Integral mechanisms reduce the redundancy rate. The green broken line 

in the graph is for Proportional-Integral, where the maximum redundancies per block are equal to 5 and 

the maximum redundancy to Proportional is 4 which is indicated by blue plus legend. 
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Figure 5.22 Lost packets and AFEC redundancy per block for each mechanism during variable   

channel loss 

Figure 5.23 shows the total number of dismissed blocks for each mechanism during constant medium 

channel loss probability. As we can see from the graph, it is noticeable that the number of discarded 

blocks in the case of the On-Off mechanism is significantly higher than the other two mechanisms. We 

can observe from Figure 5.23, the Proportional and Proportional-Integral control mechanisms have less 

than a total of 50 dismissed block whereas the number of dismissed blocks using On-Off mechanism 

follows steady linear trend upwards. Note that the number of dismissed blocks if no AFEC mechanism 

is used which is quite bigger than the number of dismissed blocks using any of the studied controllers. 

 

Figure 5.23 Total number of dismissed blocks for each mechanism 
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Figure 5.24 Total number of excess redundancy for each mechanism 

5.6 Scenarios 5: Congested Channel Loss Probability 
 

The second experiment is conducted on a congestion-based situation, where three competitive traffic 

sources are linked to a single node, for measuring the performance of the studied control mechanisms. 

We consider the simple well-known single bottleneck (dumbbell) simulation scenario. The access links 

are sufficiently provisioned to ensure that if any packet drops/delays due to congestion occur only at the 

congested link. The buffer size has been assigned according to [77] and all the competitive traffics has 

been activated between the first 10 to 15 seconds, which is basically after the first 150 blocks have 

been sent. Figure 5.25 shows the channel loss probability through all the simulation and demonstrates 

the process where the channel loss probability is different from 0 when the competitive sources are 

active. 

 

 

Figure 5.25 Obtained channel loss probability during congested situation 
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Figure 5.26 shows the estimated block loss probability during the first 400 sent blocks are almost the 

same, however, the variance of estimated block loss can be quite high at a specific time, especially at 

times where the sent block sequences are 300, 420, 285, 550 and 620.  

 

Figure 5.26 Estimated and desired block loss during congested situation 

Figure 5.27 (A, B and C) illustrates the behavior of the three controllers in the congestion-based 

situation by using the number of lost packets and the header redundancy value through the whole 

simulation.  The graph shows how the number of lost packets is incremented in related to the number 

of sent blocks. The graph also shows that the mechanisms are incrementing the number of added 

redundancy packets to overcome the packet loss problem. The redundancy for On-Off mechanism  is 

still remains less than the lost packets.  

 

 A B 
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Figure 5.27 Lost packets and AFEC redundancy per block during congestion based situation (ON-OFF 

(A), Proportional (B) and Proportional- Integral (C)) 

     

 

Figure 5.28 Number of excess redundancy per block during congested based situation for the three 

mechanisms 

Figure 5.29 and Figure 5.30 shows the total number of dismissed blocks and total number of excess 

redundancy for each studied mechanisms during congestion based situations. Looking at the two 

figures, it can be observed that the number of dismissed blocks when Proportional and Proportional-

Integral control mechanisms are used, which is smaller compared to On-Off controller mechanism. 

Both Proportional and Proportional-Integral control mechanisms discard fewer blocks than On-Off 

mechanism; on the other hand, using the Proportional and Proportional-Integral control mechanisms, 
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the amount of wasted redundancy packets is smaller than On-Off mechanism.  

 

Figure 5.29 Total numbers of dismissed blocks for congestion based situation 

 

Figure 5.30 Total number of excess redundancy for congestion based situation 
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5.7 Validity threats 
 
The reliability and accuracy of the research is always affected by some factors no matter how well the 

research is conducted. Due to the importance of validity of experimental research we should be aware 

of what could compromise it. For this research study we have found some validity threats related to 

literature review and experimental evaluation. These threats are: internal validity threats and external 

validity threats. The following sections explain the validity threats associated with this work and their 

relevant mitigation strategies. 

5.7.1 Internal Validity  

 

The purpose of internal validity is to make sure that valid conclusion can be drawn from the collected 

data [78]The internal validity threats related to our research study were the following. 

The purpose of the literature review was to find as many relevant research studies as possible. In order 

to have an initial set of papers we searched IEEE and Google Scholar. We created a search string from 

search keywords extracted from the research questions. In order to avoid the threat related to 

publication bias, a strict review protocol was defined and followed systematically. The papers were 

selected by each author on the basis of predefined protocol. In case when the authors had confusion 

selecting or rejecting a particular paper, both authors would discuss the issue and would either include 

or exclude the papers on their mutual consensus. 

The purpose of the experiment was to investigate and evaluate the performance of the redundancy 

adjustment mechanisms on different network situations. The research has high internal validity by 

manipulating the effects of the independent variable on the dependent variables of the experiment. The 

effect of the independent variables on the classification performance is clearly identified. The effect of 

packet lost because of network congestion during the experiment of lossy link, could be considered as 

an internal validity problem since we are interested on finding out how the mechanisms adapt to the 

introduced link error rate. To prevail over this validity threat, we have set a large number of buffer 

sizes to make sure that there is no packet lost because of network congestion. Moreover, to avoid the 

instrumentation problem identical experimental setting and data collection has been used for each 

mechanism. In addition, concluding the result of the experiment based on a single execution could be 

another internal threat that will question the believability of the result. To overcome such kind of 

problems, we have run the simulation 30 times using random number generator and analyzed the 

results. 

5.7.2 External Validity 

The external validity of the research is assessed from a different point of view that is the ability to 

generalize the results of an empirical investigation to-and-across population, setting, time and outcome, 

and treatment variations [79]. Threats to external validity can create significant results during an 

experiment; however these results will not be true for real world scenarios and so the study will fail to 

produce similar results elsewhere. The result of one particular simulation experiment is not enough to 

drive generalization. Thus, five different simulation scenarios with different packet drop rate and 

congestion situation have been considered to increase the validity of the study and generalization 

purposes. The experiment does not have a high validity in outcome because there are other network 

performance evaluation matrices that were not studied in the thesis.  
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   Chapter six 

       Conclusions and Future Work 
 

6.1  Conclusions  

 

This thesis aimed to study the effect of error control mechanism for real-time video streaming over the 

networks. In particular, we studied the existing FEC for improving video streaming quality and 

network performance. FEC is a very important mechanism that enhances the quality of transmission of 

real-time applications over best effort networks. FEC handles the effect of packets lost by adding 

redundant packets at the sender. Although FEC has been widely utilized and suitable for packet loss 

recovery technique for real-time traffic, related researches showed that FEC worsens the network 

performance by consuming more bandwidth and increasing end-to-end delay due to the use of a fixed 

number of redundant packets sent through the network. 

The thesis studied the effect of packet-level FEC; by identifying techniques for enhancing the 

performance of FEC and minimizing the negative effects it has on the network.  The aim of this study 

is to adapt the amount of redundant packets in order to improve the network performance for video 

streaming. In this study, we have considered three FEC redundancy adaptation mechanisms the On-

OFF, Proportional and Proportional-Integral. In order to investigate and evaluate the performance of 

these mechanisms, a simulation topology has been set-up to facilitate and support for different relevant 

scenarios, transport protocols, link states and services. The tools are used to compare and illustrate the 

features that would guarantee the high level performance of AFEC as an error control mechanism.     

This chapter summarizes the research findings presented in this thesis and present directions for future 

work. 

6.2 Summary of the study 

 

In chapter one, we outlined the overview of real-time video streaming system, streaming protocols and 

discussion on the challenges of real-time video transmission over the Internet. Then, we introduced the 

motivation of the study as well as the problem statements. We also discussed the research aims, 

objectives, and the research questions that are addressed in this thesis. 

Chapter two provided the background study that is related to the aim of this thesis. The discussions are 

focused on various video streaming challenges and approaches to overcome the main QoS limitations. 

Followed by, an overviews of error control mechanisms that are normally used to improve the video 

streaming performance in the presence of packet loss.  Next, we reviewed related works in the area of 

FEC. In addition, we identified the limitations of the existing FEC mechanisms and suggested an 

adaptive FEC redundancy control systems that enhance the existing techniques. Finally, we provided 

the theoretical background and designed the On-Off, Proportional and Proportional-Integral 

redundancy adaptation mechanisms.  
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Chapter three introduced the performance evaluation techniques for network communication systems. 

We have adopted simulation as an evaluation technique and elaborated the NS2 by giving details, since 

NS2 has been chosen as the network simulator for this thesis. Further, we have implemented the design 

mechanisms for the sender and receiver agents in a simulation environment by using NS2. This 

mechanism adjusts the appropriate number of redundant packets according to the network situation in 

the form of feedback from the receiver. The implemented mechanism are tested and validated. The 

validation for NS2 shows that the error control mechanisms were correctly implemented. 

In chapter four, we performed experimental evaluation to study the performance of the three AFEC 

redundancy adaptation mechanisms. We examined the mechanisms by using a set of simulation 

experiments to find out the pros and cones of using each mechanism under different scenarios. 

Furthermore, we discussed the network simulation topology and the performance evaluation matrices. 

The simulation scenarios have been implemented by using Tcl. Finally, we have discussed the 

credibility of the simulation and explained the steps to calculate the confidence interval.  

Chapter five presents the results of our two simulation experiments; experiment one being lossy link 

situation where we have considered light, medium and high channel loss and also when there is 

variable packet loss rate in the communication channel. From the simulation results, the lossy link 

situations for both Proportional and Proportional-Integral control systems have significantly smaller 

number of discarded blocks at the receiver as compared to On-Off mechanism, mainly because of the 

high number of AFEC redundancy been added and transmitted with the original video packets by the 

two techniques. On the other hand, the On-Off adaptation mechanism added small number of wasted 

FEC redundancy packets as compared to the other two techniques. This also implies that the amount of 

bandwidth consumed for extra FEC redundancy by On-Off control system is much lower than both 

Proportional and Proportional-Integral control systems.  

Another Interesting fact is that, the packet loss is not constant, changes dynamically and depends on 

cross traffic and link quality throughout the network; the AFEC mechanisms also need to cope with the 

variable packet loss behavior of the communication channel. Unlike proportional and proportional-

Integral adaptation techniques that adjust redundancy according to the network loss behavior, the On-

Off mechanism does not react properly to the loss behavior of the network. In general, comparing 

Proportional controller and PI-controller, most of the times the last one behaves in a way that provides 

a smoother response than the proportional controller. 

The second experiment was designed to investigate and evaluate the performance of the three AFEC 

mechanisms in a congestion situation where the video packets are lost due to the congestion at the 

intermediate bottleneck nodes. In this experiment, we observed similar results like the one we found in 

experiment one, that both Proportional and Proportional Integral redundancy adaption mechanisms 

have small number of discarded blocks and have a high number of excess FEC redundancy packets as 

compared to the On-Off control system. In this scenario, the error function for the Proportional and PI 

controller is less stable than for the variable channel loss probability in the communication link. This 

fact is expectable since the losses caused by the competitive traffic are less uniform than the losses 

caused by a loss probability in a link. 
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6.3 Achievements of Objectives 
 

Research objective 1 

The first research objective in this thesis was to study and identify the limitations of existing static FEC 

and suggest alternative approaches; and design an adaptive FEC mechanism based on existing 

conventional FEC mechanisms for supporting video streaming over the networks.  

There are many articles that discussed the problems and attempted to enhance the existing FEC 

mechanisms. Almost all the literatures in this area seem to agree that adding the redundancy according 

to the network situation results in optimal lost packet recovery and network friendly error control 

systems.  

In this thesis, we have adopted an adaptive FEC approach that detects and   predicts the loss pattern at 

the client and feedback from the network in case of loss condition to the sender so that the optimal 

amount of redundancy is added in the next video blocks in order to achieve a certain residual loss rate. 

We have studied three feedback control systems (On-Off, Proportional and Proportional Integral) to 

decide the appropriate amount of redundancy to be transmitted with the original video data. 

Research objective 2 

The second research objective is to implement and evaluate the FEC adaptation mechanisms in a 

simulated network environment using NS2. In chapter 3 and 4, we have discussed the implementation 

and evaluation of the three FEC redundancy adaptation techniques. We have implemented the 

sender/transmitter and receiver agents and conducted the necessary tests. In addition, the mechanisms 

have been validated by using NS2 validation utility and the results showed the implementation is 

successful. 

The three AFEC redundancy adaptation mechanisms were evaluated by using different set of 

evaluation criteria (discarded blocks, excess parity and amount of redundancy per block) in several 

scenarios. Specifically, we evaluated how the mechanisms added appropriate number of redundancy 

and recovered the lost packets when the channel loss probabilities in the link are constant and when 

there is loss variation.  Further, we also evaluated when there is competitive traffic and the loss is due 

to the congestion on the bottleneck intermediate node.  

The performance results are discussed in chapter 5, the simulation results showed that in both the lossy 

link and congestion scenarios, the Proportional and Proportional-Integral controllers outperform the 

On-Off method in terms of the number discarded video blocks. The results from several scenarios 

showed that the recovery performance is significantly higher for the two adaptation mechanism. 

However, among the three adaptation techniques the amount of excess or unnecessary redundancy 

generated by the On-Off method is significantly lower than the other two methods; which makes it 

more network friendly as the consumed bandwidth are used by the excess parity packets is low. 
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6.4 Future Works 
 

The work presented in this thesis can be furthered in a number of directions. In this section, we point 

out some of future research directions. 

Loss prediction and Parity calculations   

The result of our AFEC studies showed that AFEC techniques that adjust the redundancy rate based on 

the network loss prediction at the receiver to improve the performance streaming video over the 

network. In this thesis, in order to predict the loss behavior of the network we have used NLR as 

feedback to estimate the future block loss probability and to calculate the parity amount. Further work 

should also take into account to study the channel characteristics for the available bandwidth and end-

to-end delay to predict the expected packet loss at the receiver. In addition, other controllers could be 

studied to improve the number of discarded blocks and decrease the wasted header packets differences 

with various FEC parity adaptation algorithms. 

Advanced test scenarios 

The implementation with one specific set-up is seldom enough to provide definitive conclusions. This 

applies to the work that has been presented in this thesis. All the performance studies in this thesis 

relied on the network simulation technique. Further research for this thesis includes an implementation 

of more advanced test scenarios than represented in this thesis. In addition, future work could also be 

able to explore the AFEC adaptation schemes against a real-world experimental test-bed with a wide 

variety of network setup.  
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Appendix A: Experimental Results 
 

Recovered Block = Block Received – Total Block Lost 

 

 

Recovery Efficiency =  
Block Received –  Total Block Lost

Block Received
 

 

 

 
Table 3 Comparison of AFEC controllers under Light loss (1%) 

 Total packet 

sent  

Total packet 

lost 

Block 

received 

Total block 

lost 

Total excess 

redundancy 

Recovered 

Blocks 
Recovery 

efficiency 

On-OFF 13061 235 802 104 110 698 0.870 

Proportional 13054 180 781 63 450 718 0.919 

Proportional-

Integral 

13065 147 792 70 327 722 0.912 

  

Table 4: Comparison of AFEC controllers under Medium loss (3%) 

 Total packet 

sent 

Total packet 

lost 

Block 

received 

Total block 

lost 

Total excess 

redundancy 

Recovered 

Blocks 

Recovery 

efficiency 

On-OFF 13065 433 791 209 238 582 0.736 

Proportional 13053 413 734 39 945 695 0.947 

Proportional-

Integral 

13057 418 735 42 933 693 0.943 

  

 

Table 5 Comparison of AFEC controllers under Heavy packet loss (5%) 

 Total packet 

sent 

Total packet 

lost 

Block 

received 

Total block 

lost 

Total excess 

redundancy 

Recovered 

Blocks 

Recovery 

efficiency 

On-OFF 13066 660 780 242 276 538 0.690 

Proportional 13054 681 694 21 1298 673 0.970 

Proportional-

Integral 

13051 675 696 20 1270 676 0.971 
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Table 6 Comparison of AFEC controllers under Variable packet loss (1% to 5%) 

 Total packet 

sent 

Total packet 

lost 

Block 

received 

Total block 

lost 

Total excess 

redundancy 

Recovered 

Blocks 

Recovery 

efficiency 

On-OFF 13061 517 786 186 215 600 0.763 

Proportional 13060 491 727 40 984 687 0.945 

Proportional-

Integral 

13065 462 735 49 901 686 0.933 

 

 

 

Table 7 Comparison of AFEC controllers under Congestion based situation 

 Total packet 

sent 

Total packet 

lost 

Block 

received 

Total block 

lost 

Total excess 

redundancy 

Recovered 

Blocks 

Recovery 

efficiency 

On-OFF 13063 163 807 69 83 738 0.915 

Proportional 13051 190 779 44 461 735 0.944 

Proportional-

Integral 

13056 188 785 59 404 726 

 
0.925 
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Appendix B: Simulation Script  
 

#Set the constant values used in the program 

 set buffer 25 # 300 

 set BW 2Mb 

 set delay 25ms 

 set prob_ 0.03# 0.01 0.05 

 set queuet RED 

 

#Create a simulator object 

 set ns [new Simulator] 

 set namfile [open out.nam w] 

 $ns namtrace-all $namfile 

 set nstracefile [open out.tr w] 

 $ns trace-all $nstracefile 

#Open the output file 

 set mytracefile [open out0.tr w] 

#Choose the color for the different traffic sources in the nam viewer 

 $ns color 1 Blue 

 $ns color 2 Red 

#Create 3 nodes 

 set n0 [$ns node] 

 set n1 [$ns node] 

 set n2 [$ns node] 

 set n3 [$ns node] 

 set n4 [$ns node] 

  

#create the trace file for the dropped packets 

 set td [open drop.tr w] 

 set to1 [$ns create-trace Drop $td $n0 $n3] 

#Connect the nodes 

 $ns duplex-link $n0 $n3 10Mb 2ms $queuet 

 #$ns queue-limit $n0 $n3 $buffer 

  

 $ns duplex-link $n1 $n3 10Mb 2ms $queuet 

 $ns duplex-link $n2 $n3 10Mb 2ms $queuet 

 

 $ns duplex-link $n3 $n4 $BW $delay $queuet 

 $ns queue-limit $n3 $n4 $buffer 

  

#Orient the links. 

 $ns duplex-link-op $n0 $n3 orient right 

 $ns duplex-link-op $n1 $n3 orient right-up 

 $ns duplex-link-op $n2 $n3 orient right-down 
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 $ns duplex-link-op $n3 $n4 orient right 

 

#Define a ’finish’ procedure 

proc finish {} { 

 global mytracefile td 

 global ns namfile 

 $ns flush-trace 

 close $namfile 

 #close $nstracefile 

 exec nam out.nam & 

 #Close the output files 

 close $mytracefile 

 close $td 

 exit 0 

} 

 

#Define a procedure that attaches a UDP agent to a previously 

#created node ’node#’ and attaches a CBR traffic generator to the 

#agent with the characteristic values ’size’ for packet size and 

#’rate’ for burst peak rate. The procedure connects the source with 

 

proc attach-CBR-traffic {source node sink size rate } { 

 

 #Get an instance of the simulator 

 set ns [Simulator instance] 

 $ns attach-agent $node $source 

 

 #Create a constan bit rate traffic 

 set traffic [new Application/Traffic/CBR] 

 $traffic set packet-size $size 

 $traffic set rate $rate 

 

 #Attach the traffic agent to the traffic source 

 $traffic attach-agent $source 

 

 #Connect the source and the sink 

 $ns connect $source $sink 

 

 $sink sender $source 

 return $traffic 

} 

 

#Define a procedure which periodically records the sender data 

#received of the traffic source afec0 and write them to the output 
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#files mytracefile. 

 

proc record {} { 

 global sink0 afec0 mytracefile ns 

 

 #Get an instance of the simulator 

 #set ns [Simulator instance] 

 #Set the time after which the procedure should be called again 

 set time 0.01 

 #Indicator of the lost of a block 

 set blk_lost [$afec0 set blk_lost_] 

 #Header value before being changed in adapt()function. 

 set r_before_update [$afec0 set r_before_update_] 

 #Lost packets in the actual block 

 set lost_pkt_in_blk [$afec0 set lost_pkt_in_blk_] 

 #Header value after be changed in adapt()function 

 set r_blk [$afec0 set r_blk_] 

 #Incremental header value used to update the final header value 

 set r_incr [$afec0 set r_incr_] 

 #Amount of received bytes used for bandwidth calculations 

 set bytes [$sink0 set bytes_] 

 #################################################################### 

 set bandwidth [expr $bytes/$time*8/1000000] 

 #Experimental channel loss probability 

 set channel_loss_prob [$afec0 set channel_loss_prob_] 

 #Settting channel loss probability 

 set prob [$afec0 set prob_] 

 #Total number of dismissed blocks 

 set total_blk_lost [$afec0 set total_blk_lost_] 

 #Total number of received blocks 

 set block_received [$afec0 set pkt_received_] 

 #Total number of lost packets 

 set total_pkt_loss [$afec0 set total_pkt_loss_] 

 #Total number of sent packets 

 set total_sent_pkt [$afec0 set total_] 

 #Estimated block loss probability 

 set est_block_loss_prob [$afec0 set est_blk_loss_prob_] 

 #Desired block loss probability 

 set des_block_loss_prob [$afec0 set des_blk_loss_prob_] 

 #Error(difference between probblockest_ and probblockdes_) 

 set error_diff [$afec0 set error_] 

 #Total loss probability (total lost packets/total sent packets) 

 set total_loss_prob [$afec0 set total_loss_prob_] 

 #Header excess per block 
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 set r_excess_blk [$afec0 set r_excess_blk_] 

 #Total amount of header excess 

 set total_r_excess [$afec0 set total_r_excess_] 

 #Value of the total sum for the integral part of PI-control system 

 set tot2 [$afec0 set totalsum_] 

 #Get the current time 

 set now [$ns now] 

 #Write the data to the files(results). This files later will be 

 #the input files to "Matlab". Whit this program the result will be 

 #plot. 

 set BW 2  

 puts $mytracefile "[format "%.2f" $now] $blk_lost $r_before_update $lost_pkt_in_blk $r_blk 

$r_incr [format "%.4f" $bandwidth] $BW \ 

    [format "%.4f" $channel_loss_prob]  [format "%.4f" $prob] $total_blk_lost 

$block_received $total_pkt_loss $total_sent_pkt\ 

    [format "%.4f" $est_block_loss_prob] [format "%.4f" $des_block_loss_prob] [format 

"%.4f" $error_diff] \ 

    [format "%.4f" $total_loss_prob] $r_excess_blk $total_r_excess" 

  

 #Reset the bytes_ values on the traffic sinks 

  $sink0 set bytes_ 0 

 #Re-schedule the procedure 

  $ns at [expr $now+$time] "record" 

} 

 

#Create three traffic sinks and attach them to the node n4 

 set sink0 [new Agent/AFECSink] 

 $ns attach-agent $n4 $sink0 

#Create three traffic sources 

 set afec0 [new Agent/AFEC] 

 #$afec0 setclass_ 1 

 set source0 [attach-CBR-traffic $afec0 $n0 $sink0 1000 1Mb] 

 

#Setup a TCP connection 

 set tcp [new Agent/TCP] 

 $tcp set class_ 2 

 $ns attach-agent $n1 $tcp 

 

 set sink [new Agent/TCPSink] 

 $ns attach-agent $n4 $sink 

 $ns connect $tcp $sink 

 $tcp set fid_ 1 

 

#Setup a FTP over TCP connection 
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 set ftp [new Application/FTP] 

 $ftp attach-agent $tcp 

 $ftp set type_ FTP 

 

#Setup a UDP connectionm 

 set udp [new Agent/UDP] 

 $ns attach-agent $n2 $udp 

 

 set null [new Agent/Null] 

 $ns attach-agent $n4 $null 

 $ns connect $udp $null 

 $udp set fid_ 2 

 

#Setup a CBR over UDP connection 

 set cbr2 [new Application/Traffic/CBR] 

 $cbr2 attach-agent $udp 

 $cbr2 set type_ CBR 

 $cbr2 set packet_size_ 1000 

 $cbr2 set rate_ 1Mb 

 $cbr2 set random_ false 

 

#Create the error model.The loss probability is introduced in the 

#link between nodes n3 and n4. So, this link becomes the bottleneck link. 

 set em_ [new ErrorModel] 

 $em_ set markecn_ false 

 $em_ unit pkt 

 $em_ set rate_ $prob_ 

 $em_ set ranvar [new RandomVariable/Uniform] 

 set lossylink_ [$ns link $n3 $n4] 

 $em_ drop-target $to1 

 $lossylink_ install-error $em_ 

 

 

#Start logging the obtained data. 

 $ns at 0.0 "record" 

#Start the traffic sources 

 $ns at 1.0 "$source0 start" 

 

#Start and Stop the 4 "competing" sources. 

 $ns at 10.0 "$cbr2 start" 

 $ns at 10.5 "$ftp start" 

 $ns at 40.0 "$cbr2 stop" 

 $ns at 40.0 "$ftp stop" 

#Stop the traffic sources 
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 $ns at 50.0 "$source0 stop" 

#Call the finish procedure after 51 seconds simulation time 

 $ns at 51.0 "finish" 

#Run the simulation 

 $ns run 

 


